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Abstract 
This thesis surveys the subject of p-adic L-functions. 
In chapter 1, we present the history and the development of 
the p-adic L-f unctions. The subject began with the paper of Kubota 
and Leopoldt in 1964. Subsequently, Iwasawa, Masur, Coates, 
Sinnott, Serre introduce various view-points to p-adic 
L-functions. Iwasawa's theory is further developed by Greenberg 
and Washington, etc. On the other hand, Queen, Katz, Deligne, 
Ribet and others generalize the work of Serre and obtain much 
progress in the field. Using the approach of Coates, Cassou-Nogues 
and Barsky also obtain results similar to that of Deligne and 
Ribet. 
In section 1 of chapter 2’ we describe the idea of p-adic 
interpolation. Roughly speaking, there are four approaches to 
constructing p-adic L-functions. In the remaining sections of 
chapter 2, we construct the p-adic analog of the Dirichlet 
L-function by three different approaches. Section 2 gives Kubota 
and Leopoldt’s direct construction of the required power series. 
Section 3 presents the p-adic integration approach, more precisely 
we have the p-adic L-functions as a Mel 1 in transform which is 
analogous to the classical case. Section 4 discusses Iwasawa 
theory in relation to p-adic L-functions, we actually view the 
p-adic L-function as a Stickelberger element in the Iwasawa 
module. 
In chapter 3， we focus on the p-adic analog of He eke 
i i i 
L-fmiction over totally real fields. Coates has shown that the 
existence of p-adic L-funci ions over totally real fields is. a 
consequence of two hypotheses, the integrality hypothesis H and 
n 
the congruence hypothesis C(p). . Section 1 discusses these 
hypotheses with some related results. Following section 1， section 
2 shows that H and C(p) for the case of real quadratic field can 
n 
be proved by means of Siegel's formula about the values of zeta 
function at negative integers in the case of real quadratic 
fields. In section 3, a fourth approach to the construction of 
p-adic L-functions, i.e. via p-adic modular forms, is introduced. 
We discuss p-adic abelian L-function by means of Queen's modified 
version of p-adic modular form. In the last section of chapter 3, 
we show that Shintani ‘ s formula implies H and C(p) for arbitrary 
n 
totally real fields which is proved by Cassou-Nogues and we also 
show the equivalence between the result of Cassou-Nogues and that 
of Deligne and Ribet. Deligne and Ribet use the method of p-adic 
Hilbert modular form to study the subject, we quote their results 
without proof. 
In chapter 4， we describe some results of Fourier transform 
and r-transform (of which Mel1 in transform is a special case) 
related to p-adic L-functions. In section 3’ we study Sinnott's 
result that the radius of convergence of p-adic L-function is 
exactly 1. 
Chapter 5 discusses p-adic Art in L-function. Section 1 
describes various form of the Main conjecture. We show that the 
Main conjecture implies the p-adic Art in conjecture in section 2 
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CHAPTER 1： INTRODUCTION 
The study the p-adic L-functions began with the paper of T. 
Kubota and H. W. Leopoldt [ Ku-Le 1] in 1964. Basically, the 
problem is when can we define a continuous function on the p-adic 
integers with some prescribed values. This idea is what-, is called 
p-adic interpolation. We will review some basic facts about p-adic 
interpolation and the properties of L-f unctions as well as zeta 
function in section 1 of chapter 2 and construct the p-adic 
L-function in section 2. 
In 1969， Iwasawa showed that p-adic L-functions in fact arise 
as an Stickelberger elements in the Iwasawa module (or Iwasawa 
algebra). The method itself is called Iwasawa theory. We treat the 
Iwasawa theory related to p-adic L-function in section 4 of 
chapter 2. Iwasawa's theory is further developed by R. Greenberg 
and L. Washington, etc. One of the important properties about 
Iwasawa theory is what is called Iwasawa’ s invariants, we will 
study one of these invariants (the /i-invariant) in section 2 of 
chapter 4. In fact, Sinnott、showed in his paper [Si 1] how to 
compute the /i-invariant and by which we obtain the result (the 
result belongs to Ferrero and Washington, but Sinnott obtains a 
new proof) that Iwasawa conjectured to be true. 
On the other hand, as an analog of classical Mel1 in transform 
(a kind of integral transforms), B. Mazur [Ma 1] shows in 1972 
that the p-adic L-function may be obtained as a Mel1 in transform 
of a suitable p-adic measure. We study p-adic measure, 
1 
distribution, and integration in section 3 of chapter 2, and also 
express the p-adic L-function as an integral. [Ko 1,2], [La 1,2,3] 
and [ Wa 1] also give detail and elegant accounts for p-adic 
measure theory. 
After constructing the p-adic Dirichlet L-function, our 
interest turns to the p-adic analog of other kinds of L-functions, 
for example, L-functions over totally real fields, L-functions 
over CM-fields, Art in L-functions, and L-functions associated to 
elliptic curves. In this thesis, only p-adic L-funci ion over 
totally real field and p-adic Art in L-function are studied. Many 
elegant results concerning the CM-field case and the elliptic case 
are obtained by the deep theory of p-adic modular form and 
algebraic geometry. The detail of these results will not be 
touched in this thesis. Those who are interested in the CM-field 
case may consult N. M. Katz，s papers and [Ya 1]; for the elliptic 
curve case, please see [Ca-No 2], [Li 1]， [Gi 1], etc. 
In chapter 3, we focus on the p-adic analog of He eke 
L-f unction over totally real fields. J. Coates [Co 1] has shown 
that the existence of p-adic L-funci ion over totally real fields 
is a consequence of two hypotheses, the integrality hypothesis H 
n 
and the congruence hypothesis C(p). The survey paper of Coates [Co 
1] clarifies the existence problem about p-adic L-function over 
totally real fields. Section 1 of chapter 3 discusses these 
hypotheses with some related results. Following section 1， section 
2 shows that H and C(p) for the case of real quadratic field can 
n 
be proved by means of Siegel's formula [Sie 1] about the values of 
2 
zeta function at negative integers in the case of real quadratic 
field. In the last section of chapter 3， w e show that Shintani ‘ s 
formula [Sh 1] implies H and C(p) for arbitrary totally real 
n 
fields. This is proved by P. Cassou-Nogues and we also show the 
equivalence between the result of Cetssou-Nogues and that of P. 
Deligne and K. A. Ribet. Deligne and Ribet use the method of 
p-adic Hilbert modular form to study the subject, we quote their 
results without proof. Since an explicit formula for the values of 
L-function at negative integers exists, the arguments used in 
Coates and Sinnott's result and Cassou-Nogues‘ result are more 
elementary to that used by Deligne and Ribet. 
The idea of p-adic modular form belongs to Serre’s work. 
Queen, Katz, Deligne, Ribet and others generalize the work of 
Serre and obtain much progress in the field. In section 3 of 
chapter 3， this approach to the construction of p-adic L-function, 
i.e. via p-adic modular forms, is introduced。 We discuss p-adic 
abelian L-function by means of Queen's modified version of p-adic 
modular form [Qu 1]. The theory of p-adic modular form is further 
modified by Katz using the techniques of algebraic geometry, 
details may be found in the papers of Katz. By means of p-adic 
Hilbert modular form, existence of p-adic L-function over totally 
real fields and CM-fields are established by Deligne and Ribet 
[De-Ri 1] and Katz [Ka 5] respectively. Meanwhile, Yager [Ya 1] 
also contributed to the theory and construction of p-adic 
L-function over imaginary quadratic fields. 
Apart from the Mel1 in transform, T-transform and Fourier 
3 
transform are other important integral transforms. By studying the 
Fourier transform, we may obtain a correspondence between power 
series and p-adic measures. For the 厂-transform, it is not hard to 
see that the Mel1 in transform is a special case of F-transform and 
hence the p-adic L-function may be written as a r-transform of 
some measure. Section 1 of chapter 4 describes some facts about 
r-transform and Fourier transform, and then see how to compute the 
/I-invariant of r-transform in section 2. Meanwhile, a proof of the 
theorem of Ferrero and Washington is given. For another proof we 
refer to [La 3]. The main result of chapter 4 concerns whether the 
p-adic L-function can be extended outside the unit disk about 1. 
The related problem is first studied by Y. Morita, the present 
argument of section 3 follows Sinnott [Si 2]. 
In Coates， survey article [Co 1]， one conjectures that the 
power series constructed via Stickelberger elements are in fact 
characteristic power series of some A-modules, where A is some 
Galois group. This conjecture is known as the Main conjecture. 
Section 1 of Chapter 5 discusses various forms of the Main 
conjecture. The Main conjecture is a consequence of the existence 
of p-adic L-function over totally real fields, and hence the 
result of Cassou-Nogues [Ca-No 1] or of Deligne and Ribet [De-Ri 
1]. In section 2 of chapter 5， we follow Greenberg’s paper [Gr 3] 
to show that the Main conjecture implies the p-adic Art in 
conjecture, and hence the existence of p-adic Art in L-function. 
Lastly, we study a equivalence condition for p-adic Art in 
conjecture, this result belongs to D. Goss and W. Sinnott [Go-Si 
1]. 
4 
CHAPTER 2： P-ADIC DIRICHLET L-FUNCTION 
§1. P-ADIC INTERPOLATION 
We often construct continuous functions by the method of 
interpolation. In fact, this method is just extending a given 
function to a larger domain. This classical technique suggests us 
a way to define continuous function on the p-adic integers Z ^ or a 
larger set containing Z . 
p 
To define a continuous function on I^, we Just need to assign 
values to a dense subset of Z ^ and then check if the compatibility 
condition is satisfied, i.e. if x and y are close then f(x) and 
f(y) are close under the p-adic topology. If it is satisfied, then 
for each s in 2 ， choose {x } in the given dense .set such that x 
P n n 
tends to s and define f(s) = lim f(x^). Otherwise replace the 
dense set by a smaller one and check the compatibility condition 
again. 
The most interesting functions to be interpolated are the 
Gamma function and the L-function. Those who are interested in the 
p-adic Gamma function may see [La 2]’ Chapter 14. In subsequent 
chapters and sections of this survey, we will focus on the 
existence of the p-adic analogs of various types of L-function. 
Basically, there are several approaches to p-adic 
interpolation, they are the power series approach, the measure and 
distribution approach, the Iwasawa approach, and the modular form 
approach. In the subsequent sections of this chapter, we describe 
the first three approaches by interpolating the p-adic analog of 
5 
Dirichlet L-functions and the Riemann zeta function. 
Before starting the next section, we first review some 
classical results on the Dirichlet L-functions and the Riemann 
z e t a function. 
We define the k - t h Bernoulli number B as k! times the k - t h 
k 
coefficient in the Taylor expansion of t/(e^-l), 
— ^ = E Bj^tVk! (i.e. B , - 1 / 2 , etc.). 
e 一 1 
The generalized Bernoulli numbers B , where % is a Dirichlet 
"X. 
character of conductor f, are defined by 
r CO ^n 
E ~ = 1 B . 
- t . _ n,% n! 
a = l e -1 n=0 
W h e n % = 1， Z B t V n ! = t e V ( e M ) = t/(e^-l)H-t 
n’l 
so B = B for n实 1 and B = 1/2 二 -B . 
n , 1 n 1,1 1 
f 
W h e n 义=5^1， B = J] = 0. 
’太 a = l 
The Bernoulli polynomials B (x) are defined by 
n 
, x t 00 . n 
^t A n n! 
e -1 n=0 
Now we may start the first step of interpolation, i.e. to 
establish the values of zeta-function and L-function on a dense 
subset of Zp. We define the Hurwitz zeta function as 
① 1 
C(s’b) = X! s , R e ( s ) > l， 0 < b < l , 
then the Riemann Zeta-f unct ion is just C(s’l), and we can 
f 
write a Dirichlet L-function as U s , 力 = J ] -). 
a = l 
Proposition 2.1.1: <(l-n，b) = -B (b)/n. 
. i - b ) t n 
te 00 t 
Proof： Let F(t) = = Z B ( 1 - b ) — . 
e、i n=o n n! 
6 
Define H(s) = S F(z)z^"^dz 
T is the following path 
. 0 、 o 
where C denote a circle around 0 of radius c. 
G 
We consider z^ as exp(slog(z)) with the log defined on the top 
side of the Real axis to be log(t) & log(t) + 2ni on the bottom 
side 
H(s) = ( e _ - l ) 广 F(t)t^"^dt + JV F(z)z^"^dz. 
C L 
G 
For Re s >1 
s-l (l-b)z 
z e 
JV F(z)z^"^dz = \Sr dz| 
L L z . 




as c > 0 , we have 
ez -1 
> K > 0 and |zs-i| < K and 
z 1 
_ 2nKi _ 
Therefore, J" F(z)z^~ dz ^ - G ® ^ — 0， a s c——>0. Hence 
L K. 
C 
H ( s ) = ( 严 一 1 ) 广 F(t)t"-^dt 
0 
00 
f 27Tis .、pOO , s-l _ -(b+m)t ,, 
= ( e -1)S t Z e dt 
0 m = 0 
CO 
r 27Tis .、 _ pOO s-l -(b+m)t ,, 
= ( e -1) Z J t e dt 
m = 0 0 
= ( 严 _ i ) z — r ( s ) 
(m+b广 
so that C(s，b) 二 H ( s ) / ( ( 严 M ) r ( s ) ) 
By analytic continuation, we may define《（s,b) for all . 
7 
Let s = 1-n for n>l then = 1, so that 
_ Bn(l-b) 
H(l-n) = r F(z)z-n-idz 二 ( 2 7 r i ) ; 
L n! 
e 
By the properties of r(s), we have 
9 们 （27ri)(-1广1 
lim (e2 们 = . 
s—>i-n (n+1) ！ 
Bn(l-b) 
therefore C(l-n,b) = ( - 1广 1 — —； • 
n! 
. n . ( 1 - x ) t 
00 t te 
But Y； B n ( l - x ) ~ ~ - = 
, n ! t , 
n = i e -1 
. - x t 
te 
二 1- e-t 
-tex(-t) 
二 e-^-1 ~ ~ 
CO tn 
= E B n ( x ) ( - 1 ) ^ — 
n = l 
i.e. B (1-x) = ( - i f B (X) 
n n 
B (b) 
and hence ⑴- n’b ) = . • 
n 
B (1) B 
Put b = 1’ we have < ( l - n ) = ⑴ - n ’ l ) = — — = 一 — — — 
n n 
f 
and Ul-n,x) = E 1-n, a/f) 
a = l 
1 f 
= - - E (a/f) 
a = 1 
= - B /n , 
The Riemann Zeta function, which is for Re(s)> 1 contains the 
s 
n 
terms But | l/p^l^ = n, so it is unlikely to converge in Z^. 
We will remove all these bad terms from the series. 
Consider the Euler products 
C(s) = n (1 - a n d 
q " p r 1 m e 
U s , x ) = n , (l-:dq)q-s)-i for Re(s)>l. 
q " p r i roe 
8 
To remove the bad terms, we Just need to remove the Euler p-part 
from the products, i.e. (1-p"^) and ( 
We are trying to define the analogous functions of 
(l-p-s)《(s) and (l-%(p)p'^)L(s,%). 
However, the difficulty still exists. The dense subset of Z ^ ready 
for use is the set of negative integers (or the set of positive 
integers). But it may be too large and so no continuous function 
in Zp can take all the prescribed values. 
For example, consider the function f(s) = x^ where x is an integer 
and s takes all integer values. 
Suppose that |s-s | <l/p^ i.e. s = s mod p^or s = s and 
1 P 一 一 1 1 
S I S n - S 
take X = p， s o |p _p I = p ^ p^^ -1 = p \ Even s - ^ 
p 1 
p-adically, f(s) may not tend to f(s )’ i.e. f(s)-f(s ) does 
1 1 p 
not tend to 0. 
2 n 
If l<n<p, n = n^Cmod p) implies n = n^ . . . . = n^ (mod p), 
N N 
hence n^-n^''^ = ) = n^(l-n) (mod p). 
therefore n^-n^ = 1 for s, = s+p^. 
p 
It shows that f(s) = x^ does not define a continuous function for 
X = O(mod p) or X = 2,...’p一l(mod p) if we want to specify all the 
values of f at the integers by this formula. 
Now we want to find the desired dense subset. Consider f(s) = x^ 
again for x = 1 mod p, i.e. x = 1+mp. 
Let s， = s+s"pN so that s'-s 
p 
(l+mp)s"pN = i+(s"pN)mp + s"pN(^"P、l)(MP)2 + ...+ (叩产口‘ 
Therefore p^+i l-d+mp)^"^ implies p^*^ = 
P P 
And we have, for such x, f(s) = x^ is a continuous function. 
We now go back to x = l,2,...，p-l mod p, i.e. p|x. We fix an 
. 9 
1,2,...,p-2} and restrict s = s mod (p-1) then x = 
s s 
0 , p-1、 1 
X ( X H ) • 
For pin we have n^ ^ = 1 (modp). Using x'^  ^  in place of n and s^ in 
place of s, ) = f ( s ^ + ( p - l ) is a continuous f u n c t i o n such 
s +(p-l-s ) 
that f(s +(p-l)s ) = X G 1 for all s € IN or f(s) = x^ for s 
0 1 1 、. 
G S = {s = s mod (p-1) & seW}. 
0 
We now define the p-adic zeta function for each s , 
^ 0 
c (1-k) = (l-pk-i)(-B /k) with k = s mod (p-1), 
p k 0 
(note that C depends on s ). 
p 0 
Similarly， we define the p-adic L-function as 
L (l-n,x) 二 (1 一 一 n ’ ： ^ ) for n = 0 mod (p-1). p 
In fact, for n>0 ， L (l-n,%) = (1-% (p)?"""^)L( 1-n, % ) 
p n n 
where % = x ^ ^ and o) is the Teichmlil ler character. 
n 
(Write (U = Z"" = /J. x(l+pZ ) or x(l+4Z ) if p = 2， f o r e a c h XGIU X 
p p-1 p 2 2 
二 u(x)<x> with <x>€(l+pZp) if p is odd or if p = 2 and 
⑴（x)€/i the set of (p-l)-th roots of unity, or w(x)€u. the set 
p-1 2 
of 2-th roots of unity if p = 2. Therefore w：Z^—^ u (or u ) can 
p p-1 2 
be regarded as a character. It is called the Teichmul ler 
character.) 
10 
§2. Power Series Approach 
This approach gives explicit power series f o r m u l a for the 
L - f u n c t i o n and zeta function, which then shows the existence of 
the desired continuous function on a specified domain. 
Let Q be the algebraic closure of (D , K be a finite 
p P ‘' 
extension of Q in Q . The main tool of this a p p r o a c h is the 
p p 
following theorem. 
Theorem 2.2.1: Let r be a real number such that 0 < r < 
p 1). Suppose that c < Cr"" for all n>0 and some C > 0, 
n 
00 
then there exists a unique power series A(x) = V a x^ with 
n 
n = 0 
sup a <00 which has the following properties: 
n p 
i) A(x) converges at every ^ in Q such that ^ < 
P p 
l / ( q - l ) -1 
P r . 
00 
ii) For every n > 0, A(n) = b (say) = V (^)c . 
n i i 
i = 0 
In order to prove the theorem, we need the following lemma： 
00 
L e m m a 2.2.2: Let A^ (x) = J] a 广 x : i = o ’ 1’ 2 ’ . . . ， b e a sequence 
n = 0 
of power series which each A converge in a fixed subset D of C 
i p 
and suppose 
. 、 ⑴ (0) . ^ L , 
1) a — ^ a as i - ^ oo for each n, and 
n n 
ii) for each xeD and every c > 0, there exists n = n (x,c) such 
0 0 




Then 1 m A. (x) = A〇（x) for all x€D. 
Proof of lemma： Given e and x, choose n^ as above, then 
AQCx) — Ai(x)| s nl否{s，丨狂二。)一a丄 I = g for sufficiently 
0 n n 
. . (i ) (0) . 
large i since a > a as i ——^ oo. • 
n n 
11 
Proof of theorem: Let A (x) = V c ( ) = 7 a x , 
i i n n 
n n n ! n + 1 ( n + 1 ) ! 
Therefore 丨 a丄"I $ 
^ « n -n/(p-l) f ^ n n/(p-l)、 
s Cr p ^ (or Cr p ). 
., (i) (i+k) integer integer 
Also a - a = c . ~ ~ + + c '~7T~7T7 
n n i+1 n! i+k (1+k)! 
_ ^ i +1 (i+l)/(p-l) ^ . 
Cr p — > 0 as 1—> 00. 
Therefore, {a“))" is a Cauchy sequence. 
n i =1 
Let a^ = I m a:i)， then | a j ^ MR"'' for R = (rp^^^^'^^ 
00 
Let A(x) = 2 a x"^, so A converges in D = {x€C: x < R}. The 
n 
n = 0 
polynomials A , A ,... of course converge in D. Finally, if xeD 
then 
J] a 乂 | ：^ m|.x {MR ^ |x p } — > 0, as n — ^ co, uniformly in i. 
n^n 0 
0 
Therefore I m A. (x) = A(x), so A(x) is analytic in the p-adic 
sense in D. • 
From §1, we see that there is a close relationship among the 
Hurwitz zeta function C(s,b), the L-function and the C一function. 
More generally, we define, for a, feZ and 0 < a < f, 
1 _ 
H(s’a，F) = E m-s = 2 ( 二 ) $ = F"^C(s,a/F). 
m = a ( F ) n = 0 
m>0 
T h e n H(l-n,a,F) = -F""^B^(a/F)/n eQ for n^l and H has a simple 
pole at s = 1 with residue 1/F. We have the following p-adic 
analog of H(s，a，F)： 
Theorem 2.2.3: Suppose q |F and p|a. Then there exists a p-adic 
meromorphic function H (s，a’F) on {seC ： s < 叩一丄“口一丄）> 1} 
P p 
such that Hp(l-n’a，F) = w-n(a)H( 1-n, a, F)，n^：!. In particular, when 
n 三 O(mod p-1) or (mod 2) if p = 2, then H (l-n,a，F) = H(l-n,a’F). 
p 
The function H is analytic except for a simple pole at s = 1 with p 
residue 1/F. 
12 
In order to prove theorem 2.2.3, we need the following result： 
Theorem 2.2.4(von Standt-Clausen): Let n be even and positive. 
Then 
B + E 1/p €Z 
n (p-l)In 
where the sum is over those primes p such that p-l divides n (in 
particular, 2 and 3 appear in the denominator of each Bernoulli 
number). Consequently pB is p-integral for all n and all p. 
n 
Proof: We first show that 
‘ - 1 / p mod Z if (p-l) n 
B ^ 三 P 
0 mod Z otherwise. 
、 p 
For n = 0, B = 1 = 0 mod Z . 
0 p 
Assume by induction that the assertion is true for every even m < 
n. In particular pB el for every even m < n. 
m p 
F t e ( a / F ) F t . 
Consider T 
L F t , 
a = l e -1 
i l i F t l e l ^ m i . 
= ? h F t , 
a=l e -1 
1 F ① （Ft)n 
a = 1 n = 0 
F t e ( a / F ) F t t F ^ t g t 
On the other hand, V = V e^ = . 
F t , F t , ^ t , 
a = 1 e -1 e -1 a = 1 e -1 
F F 
Therefore B = J (a/F) for n 1 (B = - J B (a/F)). 
a= 1 a = 1 
n-lP 
Taking F = p, B。= p E B j a / p ) 
a = l ^ 
p n n-j 
= P i： E B. ( p (a/p) 
a = l j = l J 
= S S ( p (pBj) a n - V - 2 
a = 1 j = 1 
p 
E J ( p B ^ p - z + npB + pB p''"^) mod Z . 
a = l ° 1 n p 
Since B = -1/2，B €Z if and nB el if n is even. 
1 1 p ^ 1 2 
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p 
Therefore B = J] (pa^'p'^n- pB p"""^) mod 2 
n n P 
a= 1 
1 p f (p-l)/p if (p-1)In 
implies (l-p^'jB = p'^J] a""三-j 
n a=i 0 mod Z if ( p - D I n 
^ p 
n-i 
Since 1 一 p = 1 mod p, we have B = 一 1/p or 0 mod Z , and then B 
n p n 
+ 2 1/p € Z for all p. 
( p - l ) |n P 
1 
There is no prime in the denominator of B + E 一’ therefore B 
n ( p - l ) | n P n 
+ E ~ must be an integer.• 
(p-i) InP 
Proof of theorem 2.2.3: Let 
H (s,a,F) = \ ) (F/a)^ 
j = i .. 
(Bj)(F/a)J| ^ p|q|j for r = |F/a| and q|F. 
Since pB. is integral, we have p"^ B = p B < 1, i.e. B < J j j j 
CO 
p. By theorem 1 with r = |q| = 1/q，we find that J K F / a )」 
-j=i J j 
is analytic on D = { s 〜 | s | < Since > i, 
D is the same set as {seC : 1 -s < ^p-i/Cp-Dj. ^o 
00 P ‘ 
1 一 S 1 
Z ( )(B.) (F/a) is analytic on D. Similarly <a>^, and hence 
j = i J 
l-s 
<a> ， is analytic on D since <a> 三 1 mod p. Therefore 
(s-l)Hp(s，a, F) is analytic on D. 
H (l-n,a，F) = ^ 广 ) 〔 8 )(F/a)j 
P n b . j j 
pH-1 -n, 、 
F u) (a) 




At s = 1, - - <a>°2 (o)(B.)(F/a)j = 1/F as desired. • 
J = o J J 
« 1 
Let F = p(p-l) or 4 if p = 2, then H(s，a，F) = J 二 ？ 广 and hence 
F-i n=o ^ H 
(1 -p-s)《(s) = 2 H(s’a’F). 
pTa 
If let F = qf where f is the conductor of then 
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F - 1 
(l-%(p)p"^)L(s,;t) = E %(a)H(s,a,F). 
訂 a 
From this and theorem 2.2.3, we see that it is possible to define 
p-adic analogs of the Riemann zeta function and Dirichlet 
L-functions. 
Definition 2.2.5: A p-adic meromorphic function is called a b r a n c h 
of the p-adic zeta function, denoted by ^ (s) for a = 
p，ao 0 
0,..,p-2, if it satisfies that 
C (1-n) = - ( ) B /n when n = a mod p-1. 
n 0 
Theorem 2.2.6: There exists a p-adic meromorphic f u n c t i o n C (s) 
p，ao 
(in fact analytic when a ^ 0) on {seC ： s 一 i ) } for a = 
0 p 0 
0, 1, . . , p-2 such that ^ (1-n) = - ( / n when n = a mod 
n 0 
p-1, C (s) has a pole at 1 for a = 0 with residue 1-1/p. In 
fact, we have the formula 
C (s) = I E c / o ( a ) < a > [ s \ (1;S)(B )(F/a)j 
P，ao s 1 h j J 
where F = p(p-l) or 4 if p = 2. 




= 一 — — — ^ ― — ^ ― — 
n 
F F 
therefore J] (/"(狂产只（i-n，a，F) = - - Y； (a/F) 
P n n 
pI1 
二 -（l-pn-i)B /n. 
We define 《 （s) = Y ^ (s,a,F) and so we have the 
p, a p 
0 a〒l P 
Pl a 
p-1 
desired formula since uf (a) = 1. 
F a^ r 1-1/p if a =0 
The residue at 1 is 7 w (a)/F = J ° 
_ - F a F / p a 
pH L p E o(a)-J： 0)。(pa)) 
a = 1 a = 1 
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= - p E ^ (pa) = 0 
a = l 
if a since p-1 F/b.• 
0 ^ 
Similarly, we have 
Theorem 2.2.7: Let % be a Dirichlet character of conductor f and 
let F be any multiple of q and f. Then there exists a p-adic 
meromorphic (analytic if ； f u n c t i o n L (s,力 on {seC ： s < 
p p 
qp } such that 
B - n 
n ’ 
L (l-n,%) = -(1-：^。-、）n-i)_ ’ nti 
p n 
If X = 1 then Lp(s’l) is analytic except for a pole at s = 1 with 
residue (1-1/p). 
In fact, we have the formula 
V s ’ 力 = i r i r ? 【 2 (、s)(B )(F/a)j. 
a〒l j=0 J J . 
Proof： We define L (s. %) 二 J %(a)H (s，a’F) and so we have the 
P a - l P 
a , 
desired formula. At s = 1’ %) has residue J If ；^：= 
1 then Z = 1-1/p. If ：； '^^ !, then 
pZa 
^ 1 1 F " P 
E = ^ E %(a)- Z X(pb)) 
a ^ l a = 1 b = l 
Pl a 
^ F / p F 
= - p E Z(pb) since J = 0. 
b = l a = l 
If p|f then x(pb) = 0 for all b. If p|f then f|(F/p) implies 
F / p 
E X(a) = 0. 
a = l 
F 









= - V " ' I %arn(a)B (a/F) 
n _ ^  n 
p7a 
_ F 
= - V " ^ I %w-n(a)B (a/F) + 
n n 
a = l 
F / p 
b = l 
If p|f义Q-n then xi^'^ip^) : 0. Otherwise f义⑴-n|(F/p), under this 
condition, it suffices to show that 
F F / p 
pn- 2 (a/F) = (F/p)"""^ I (pb)B (bp/F) = B -n . 
a = l n n 
Let g = F/f and a = b+cf 
F ( a / F ) F t f g - 1 ( b + c f ) t 
a = l e 一 1 b = l c = 0 e - 1 
f . bt 
= E 
b=i e "1 
00 t ^ 
n = 0 
_ F 
therefore B = 产 J] ； t ( a ) B ( a / F ) . 
n, % , n 
a = 1 
Replacing x by in the first part and F by F/p 
respectively in the claim completes the proof. • 
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§3. MEASURE AND DISTRIBUTION 
The classical Mel1 in transform of a function f(t) is defined 
00 00 
by Mf(s) = J f R e c a l l r(s) =, J Replacing t by nt, 
0 0 
00 CD 
, w 、 r -nt f i、sdt - 1 1 p -nt, s d t , 
we have Flsj = J e (nt) — and 一s = ；r；~~r S e t — , hence 
t n ris j t 
0 0 
« xin) 00 %(n) CO 
2 = 2 h i t : e - n、 s， 
n = l n n = l 0 
CO 00 
1 p T-i / % -nt, sdt 
= n ^ ^ 2 咖 ) e t — • 
0 n = l 
00 t ① t -1 1 
For %=1, Y. X(n)e-n = J = 二 = . 
n = l n = l 1-e e -1 
00 
1 … 1 sdt 
Therefore, the Riemann zeta-function = — ~ - f 1 ^ — , and 
1 V S J t ^ L 
0 e - 1 
00 00 
the Dirichlet L-f unction L(s, % ) = 厂 ⑷ J ( Z are the 
0 n = l 
1 _ . 
r times the Mel1 in transforms of some suitable functions, 
its J 
These results motivate us to carry out integration on p-adic 
numbers and define the analogous p-adic Mel1 in transform of a 
function. Before describing the p-adic integration theory, we need 
some terminology and definitions. Q as a topological space has a 
p 
‘basis of open sets' consisting of all sets of the form a+p^Z = 
p 
{X€(D： x-a sometimes written as a+(p^). We call a set of 
p 
this type an interval. An open subset of Q is compact if and only 
p 
if it is a finite union of intervals, we call this type of open 
sets ‘compact-open’ sets. 
Definition 2.3. 1 ： Let X and Y be two topological spaces. A map 
f ： X — i s called locally constant if every point xeX has a 
neighborhood U such that f(U) is a single element of Y. 
Locally constant functions play the same role for p-adic 
field as step functions for R in defining integral by means of 
Riemann sum. 
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Now let X be a compact-open subset of Q . 
p 
Definition 2.3.2: A p-adic distribution {i on X is a Q -linear 
p 
functional from the Q -vector space of locally constant functions 
p 
on X to (Dp. If f:X — Qp is locally, constant, instead of writing 
/1(f) for the value of fi at f, we usually write JT/i. 
Equivalent definition 1： A p-adic distribution M on X is an 
additive map from the compact-open sets in X to Q ； this means 
p 
that if USX is the disjoint union of compact-open sets U^, 
U . ’U，then fi(U) = fi(U ) + /i(U ) +...+ fi(U ). 
2 n 1 2 n 
Equivalent definition 2: Let I be a directed set i.e. a partially 
ordered set with the property that for all i, jel, there exists 
k€l such that k^i, k>J. Let {X : iel} be a collection of finite 
i 
sets and assume there exists a surjective map n ： X —>Y and 
i j i j 
= n when i^j^k. If for each i, we have a function 0 on 
J K 1 J i ic i 
X. with values in some fixed abelian group, such that if i^j 
V X ) = E 
We call a distribution. 
Proposition 2.3.3: Every map id from the set of intervals contained 
p-i 
in X to Q for which fi(a+(p^)) = J] jLtCa+bp^+Cp^"^)) 
P b = 0 
whenever a+(p^)cx, extends uniquely to a p-adic distribution on X. 
Proof： Direct verification. • 
We now define an important distribution： 
Definition 2.3.4: The k-th Bernoulli distribution u is defined 
B,k 
on intervals a+(p^) by fi (a+(P^)) = (a/p^). 
B,k k 
Proposition 2.3.5: ^ extends to a distribution on T . 
B,k P 
Proof： It suffices to prove 
， b = 0 ’ 
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i.e. pN(k-i)B (a/pN) = ) 
k ^ k N + 1 ^ 
b = Q p 
p - 1 
or by setting a = B (pa) = P^"^ J； B (a+b/p). 
Ic k 
b = 0 
The right-hand side is the k! times.of the coefficient of t^ in 
p-1. (a+b/p)t k-i, at p-1 
pk-i J. te 二 e _ t ^ Pj^ ^bt/p 
b=o e -1 e^-1 b=o 
k-i, at t ^ 
_ P te e -1 
t . t / p ^ 
e -1 e 
k-i, at 
= P te 
t / p , 
e 
k , , . 、 a p ( t / p ) 
= P (t/p)e P P 
一 1 
j=o J J. 
p - 1 
therefore P^"^. J] B (a+b/p) = p^B (pa)(l/p)^ = B (pa).m 
h = o k k 
In order to define the integration on continuous functions, 
we define the N-th Riemann sum of f corresponding to {x }, where 
a , N 
X is an arbitrary point in a+(p^), by 
N 
a,N a = 0 
If SN (X exists, we may define this limit as the 
required integral. But, unfortunately, even for f(x) = x and /j, 二 
u the limit may not exist. 
B, 0 
For example, taking x = a, we obtain 
a = 0 
But when we take x = a+a p^ for some fixed a ’ we obtain 
a , N 0 0 
N 
p - 1 N 
^ N、 P -1 1 
p ( 2 a + a^p ) = ^ + a 。 a 。 - - as N—>co. 
a = 0 
So, in order to ensure the limit of the Riemann sum exists, we 
consider a special kind of distribution. 
Definition 2.3.6: A p-adic distribution on X is a measure if its 
2 0 
values on compact-open sets UQX are bounded by a constant BeR i.e. 
/•x(U) for all compact-open U〔X. 
p 
Theorem 2.3.7: Let be a p-adic measure on X, and let f ： X ~ ^ be 
p 
a p-adically continuous function. Then the Riemann sum 
S y f (x )u(a+(p^)) 
N , { x } d e f 少 N ^ 
a,N O^a^p 
N — 
a + ( p ) £ X 
converges to a limit in (D as N — oo and it does not depend on the 
p 
choice of {x :x €a+(p )}. 
Proof： Suppose |/i(U) for all compact-open U^X and M>N. By 
choosing N large enough, write X as a finite union of intervals 
such that a+(p^)cx or a+(p^)nX = 0 . 
Rewrite S = E ” f (x- ) 
N，{x > ^ N a，N 
N _ 
a + ( p ) C x 
— N 
where a denotes the least nonnegative residue of a mod p . 
Now take N large enough so that f(x)-f(y) <e whenever x=y (mod 
p 
P^), we can do this since f is continuous on the compact set X. 
Then IS -S I = | E , (f(x- )-f(x ))M(a+(p")) 
N , {x > M , <x > p y M a , N a，M p 
a + ( p ) C x 
^ max u (|f(x- J - f ( x J | / i ( a + ( p M ) ) ) 
0 < a ^ p " a，N a，M p P 
a+(p )Cx 
^ cB, since x- = x mod p^. 
a , N a , N ^ 
Therefore, the Riemann sum has a limit. On the other hand, when x, 
y € a + (pN)，|x-y| p ^ and since f(x) is continuous, so it is 
not hard to see that the limit is independent to the choice of 
{x :x €a+(p^)}. • 
Definition 2.3.8: If f:X—>Q is a p-adically continuous function 
p 
and /i is a measure on X， w e define J'f/j. to be the limit of the 
Riemann sums S as N ~ > 0 0 . 
N , { x > 
a，N 
Corollary 2.3.9: If f： X — ^ is a continuous function such that 
p 
2 1 
f(x) for all xeX, and if )i(U) ^B for all compact-open UcX, 
p 
then Jffi ^AB. -
p 
Corollary 2.3.10: If f, g： X — ^ are two continuous functions such 
p 
that f (x)-g(x) for all xeX, and if /i(U)<B for all 
p 
compact-open UcX, then Jf/i-Jg/i ^cB. 
p 
For each k - t h Bernoulli distribution, we define the regularized 
Bernoulli distribution for each rational integer a s u c h that oi^l 
and p j a b y (j. (U) = fi ( U ) - a " V (aU) where aU 二 {x€(D : x/aeU}. 
k y CC B ’ Ic B, Ic p 
We now show that the jj.^  ^  is a measure and investigate the 
relationship between fj. and /J. . 
Proposition 2.3.11： u (U) for all compact-open USZ . 
1,0： p 、 P 
^ , , N、、 a 1 i 
Proof: 、’a(a+(P )) = g —乏 _ 一乏） 
where {oca} €{0, 1, . . , p^-1} such that {aa} = a a mod p^. 
N ^ N ^ 
N (l/a)-l a 1 aa aa -
T h e r e f o r e ix (a+(p )) = + -N - N 一 [ ~ ~ N ] ) 
i’a ^ 2 p a p p 
where [x]eZ such that [x]^x<[x]+l. 
aa (l/a)-l 
= ] ^ - T - . 
If 1/ocel and l/2el , 
p p 
it implies u (a+(p^))€Z ， 
and then u (U) since ii (U) ^max u (I ) . 
i’(x p 〜 a p i p 
If p = 2, (x—i-l三0 (mod2), 
it implies (a -1)/2€Z^, 
then Id (a+ (p^)) eZ 
i,a r 2 
and then u (U) • 
i,a 2 
Theorem 2.3.12： Let d be the least common denominator of the 
k 
coefficients of B^(x), for example d^ = 2, d^ = 6 ， d ^ = 2， e t c . 
Then 
d (J. (a+(pN)) = d ka^'^/i (a+(p^)) (mod p^). 
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.k . t X 
Proof： Since V B ( x ) ^ = — ~ ~ 
^ k k! t , 
e -1 
k k k 
= ( S 
= E C E ( X x ' - i ) b . 
i = 0 
k 
Therefore, B (x) = V (^)B x^"^ 
k L Y i 
i =0 
k 1 k - i 丄 丄 D 
= X - — X + . . . + B . 
Z k 
{oca}., 
Now d n (a+(pN)) = d p隐-i)(B ( 丄 ） - a - ^ B ( ) • 
P P 
The polynomial d^B^(x) has integral coefficients and degree k. 
k 
Hence we need only to consider the leading two terms d^x -
k—1 N 
d (k/2)X of d B (X). Since x has denominator p , so that the 
k k k 
denominators in the lower terms of d B (x) will be canceled by 
k k 
pN(k 1) with at least p^ left over. We also note that aa={aa}^(mod 
pN), and 
{aa}., oa oca. 
= — — - [ ] ( [ ] = g r e a t e s t integer function). 
pN pN pN 
k { oca} 
TT , , , N、、 J N(k_l),a -k, N.k 
Hence d fj. (a+ (p )) = d p ( — - a ( ) 
p p 
, k-1 {aa}-, 
k , a -k, N.. f . N、 
一 2 一 a 〔mod P ). 
P P 
k . aa aa 
, , a -k N ( k - l ) . r i、k 
= d ( — - a p ( — - [ ] ) 
P P P 
, aa aa 
k , k-1 -k N(k-l), r i、k-l、、 - 3 (a - a p ( - - [ - ] ) ) ) 
k k P P 
k a a aa 
_ , - k , , k-1 k-lr 1、 
= d ( — - a ( -ka a [ ] ) 
k^ N 、 N L 
P P P 
k , k-1 -k, k-1 k_l、、、 f , N、 
- 乏 （ a - a (a a ))) (mod p ) 
aa 1/a-l 
= d kak-i(丄[—]+ — — ) 
k ^ a N-* 2 乂 
P 
= d ka^ V (a + (pK)). • 
k . 1J OL 
Corollary 2.3.13: fi^  ^  is a measure for all k = 1， 2， 3， . . and 
any ael, a^l. 
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Proof： It suffices to show u. (a+(p )) is bounded. By last 
k,a 
N 
theorem, jd (a+(p )) ：< max( ^ ， ka^' /i ‘ (a+(p ) ) ) 
k,a p a p 1, a p 
k 
1 N 
- m a x ( — ’ u ) ) ) 
a p 1 yOC p 
k 
1 
max( — ， 1 ) 
k P 
^ 1+ as desired. • 
Now, we are ready to p-adically interpolate the zeta-function 
by using p-adic integration. Firstly, we have f 1/J. = u (Z ) = 
I B,k B,k p 
P 
B . So we want to interpolate the numbers -(1/k)j'l/i . 
K B, k 
Proposition 2.3.14: Let g： Z — > Z be the function g(x) = x^"^ (k 
p p 
is a fixed positive integer). Let X be a compact-open subset of 
Z . Then J l/i = kS gfi . 
Proof: By Theorem 2.3.12, we have . 
f , , N、、_ 1 k-1 f , N、、, , N-ord d 、 
u (a+ (p )) = ka fjL (a+ (p )) (mod p p k). 
k y OC X ’ OC 
Assuming that N is large enough so that X is a union of intervals 
of the form a+ (p^), we have 
S 1/i = y fi (a+(pN)) 
X 〜 a 少 N ^ 
o<a<p 
a+(p )QX 
一 1 k-1 , . r N、、, , N-ord d 、 
= L „ KA IJL (a+(p )) (mod p P k) 
, N 1, <X 
a+(p )QX 
a+(p )^X 
Taking the limit as N ^ oo gives J 1/i = kS g/J 
X Ic, OC X 1，OC • • 
Now h lid = ilJ- U X ) 
k ^x k;,a k k,a p 、 
p 
= ( z x ) - C T V (oZX)) 
= h l - a 、 B ’ k ( V -、B’k(P”） 
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1 , -Ir k-1 
Since u (pi ) = p^^'^^B (-) = p^^'^^B and al"" = f for pja. 
B,k p k p k p p 
1 1 
Therefore, - - S IfJ- = f In 
K -JJ B,k , - k k - l ” _ x k , a 
2 (a -1)(1-p )k 2 
P P 
r p k-i 
= J X /i 
( . \ r ^  k-1、 —X 1 ,a 
(a -1)(1-p ) Z 
p 
B y the results in section one, we have a continuous f u n c t i o n (with 
respect to the variable s) f (s,x) = x^ by fixing s e {0, „ . , p-2} 
S 0 
s u c h that f (s +(p-l)£.x) = x ° for £ e IN. So, b y 2.3.9’ 
0 
[s,x)(i is a continuous function and so we may define the 
SQ k,a 
p-adic zeta-function by this integral. 
Definition 2.3.15: Fix s。 € {0’ 1 ’ 2 ,…， p _ 2 } . We define a b r a n c h of 
p-adic zeta-function by 
C (s) = ; f f (l-s’x)/i . 
p,s , -1 X s i’a 
0 f (2-s’ a) - I I 0 
S Q + I P 
W h e n n = s C (1-n) = S f (n,x)fi 
0 P,So f +i(L+N，A)-i-L zx SQ i’a 
SQ+I P 
1 广 n =— S X 11 




= ( l - p n ) … - n ) . 
We now turn to defining the p-adic L-function. We guess that 
the function can be represented as an integral with the character 
X existing inside the p-adic integral. But if we integrate over 
Z p， a problem arises since it is unlikely that x can be extended 
to a continuous function in Z . Instead of Z ’ let X = limZ/dD^Z 
P P ^ 
where d is the conductor of % and let a + d p \ be the pre-image of 
the natural map X — Z / d p 〜 . S o X = u (a+dX) is a disjoint union 
•一 a <d 
of d topological spaces, each is isomorphic to X and a+dp^X = 
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(a+bdp〜+dpN+ix). If f is a continuous function from X into 
fip, we take the integral as 
JTdfx = I m 2 (a)M(a+cip、） for a measure fj. defined on X. 
0 ^ a < d p 
N 
Let z € n and e = z such that jz^P -1 |>1 for all N, e.g. e = z"^  
is a root of unity which is not a p^-th root of unity for any N. 
a 
Define (i ( a + d p ^ ) = ~^—ti. This is a measure since z <1 and then 
1-e N 
/i (a+dp^X) I < 1 (for z >1 implies c^ -1 <1) and 
z P P p 
\ 〜 （ a + b d p N + d p N + l x ) = 丄 N+lPgza+bdpN 
b=o 1-eP b=o 
a p - 1 N 
2 bp 
= — N ^ l Z C 
1-e b=o 
a 
= N+1 (I ( a + d p ^ X ) . 
1-eP z 
From now on, we only consider those functions on Z or (Z/dZ)^ to 
p 
X. For example, if ( Z / d Z ) x ^ Q p， w e extend % to X by the 
following method: for x € a+dX %(x) = ；t(a+dZ). If f:Z then 
p p 
let f = foi where i is the inverse limit of the projective map 
Z / d p ^ — ( i . e . forget the mod d information). 
Firstly, we will interpolate the following function： let d be the 
conductor of G be a non-trivial r-th root of unity, i.e. c^l, 
and z^ = e. We define the ‘twisted，L-f unction by L[s,x>z)= 
00 00 
I： %(n)znn-s. Then r E L(s,:^,z) = Z xinjn'' ^ E z" 
n = l z = 1 n = l 2 ^ = 1 
since r |n, we have 2 z^ = r-1, otherwise we have J z"^  
Z =1 , z^l = l , 
= - 1 . 
But we may also relate L(s,%,z) to L(s,%) as follows. Let (//(a)= 
-B , 
a k + l’0 
z %(a), then L(-k,%,z) = L(l-(k+l),0) = — ^ 
a r - i 
= k ! coefficient of t in T 
^ dr t 
a = 0 1-e 
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k+1 :t(a)z、at 
= k ! coefficient of t in T . 
. dt 
0:^a<d 1-ce 
Now, we want to relate this to integration. Consider the function 
tx i i 
e = J] t X /i! , it is a continuous function of x on X when t e Q 
p 
is sufficiently small ， e.g. ord t>l/(p-l). Then 
p 
(X) = lim N V 
2 N->00 . p N 
1 - e 0 ^ a < d p 
N 
d - 1 at 1 P 一 1 t bd 
= E N Yu (ze ) d 
a = 0 1 - c P b = 0 
N N 
N a a t , p d p t 
d-i%(a)z e 1-e e 
= y lim . 
L ， d t N - ^ N 
a=o 1-ce . p 
Since e^^ ^ 1 as N — t h e limit above is 1. 
, 、 a a t 
tx Ci-I%(a)z e 
Therefore, Je ^%(x)du (x) = Y . 
z ^ . d t 
a=o 1-ce 
OD k 
E L ( - k , % , z ) ^ : 
k = 0 ‘ z 
CO k =J] Jx^f (x)d/i ( x ) ~ for all t with 
Z ix • 
k = 0 
ord t > l/(p-l). 
p 
Therefore L(-k, z) = /x\(x)d/i (x) 
z 
and L( 1-k, z) = Jx^'^xCxjd/j. (x). 
z 
Taking X^ = (a+dpX)’ let x^ = where d is the 
Terchmiiller character with conductor p. 
<X>k 
Define L (l-k,%.z) = J (x) 
P ^ x X z 
= S (x)d^ (X) 
X" 1 Z 
= S x^'^x (x)d/i (X) 
XX k z 
= J X^ (x)d/i (X) - s (px)d/i p(x). 
X k z X k Z 
Therefore, L (l-k,%,2) = L(l~k,T ,2) - p^'^x (p)L( 1-k, x , z^). 
p k k k 
Since J] L(s, z) = )L(s, %), . 
z = 1 , z ^ l 
E L = I L(l-k,T ,z) -
r " 』 p k 
z = 1 , z = 1 , z类 1 
27 
r 2 L ( l - k’％k’zP). 
k z =1 
= ( 1 - % (P)P'"') r E 
z 
= ( 1 - X (p)pk-i)(r\(r)_l)L(l-k,义 k) 
k ^ 
= ( < r > V r ) _ l ) ( ) L ( 1-k, x j . 
So we may define 
L ( S , . ) = — T l i — — r I S 
P <r> %(r)-l z =i’z^i A 
= ^ S < x > " \ ( x ) d ^ i ( x ) 
<r>i一s义(r)-1 X^ 
by setting jiCx) = ^ E 〜(x). 
2 8 
§4. IWASAWA'S METHOD 
The idea of this approach is motivated by Iwasawa's study of 
cyclotomic fields. In this section, we define the p-adic 
L-funciion as an element of what is called the Iwasawa algebra. 
Let q = p or q = 4 according to p > 2 or p = 2. Let % be a 
Dirichlet character with conductor f 义 . S i n c e (Z/2Z) = 1’ so 
(f ’p) = 1 or q|f and then f = m or f = m^qp® with (m^,p) = 1 
% 义 尤 0 义 
and e^O. 
Definition： A Dirichlet character \p is called a character of the 
first kind (with respect to p) if either f 中 = m ^ or f 小 = m ^ q with 
(m^,p) = 1. ip is called a character of the second kind (for p) if 
f ^ is a power of p (i.e. f ^ = 1 or f ^ = qp®, e^O) and i//(a), for 
aeZ, (a,p) = 1, depends only upon <a> (for definition of <a>, see 
§2). 
Since (Z/m qp^'Z)'' = (Z/m Z)Xx(Z/qp、）x 
0 0 
s (Z/m I)\{I/ql)\(il+qI )/(l+qp''Z ))， 
0 P p 
we see that % can be uniquely decomposed into a product of a 
character 6 of the first kind and a character n of the second 
kind, i.e. x = ©TT. 
.From now on, we write q = m qp^. If (a, q ) = 1 (equivalently 
n 0 n 
(a,q ) = 1)， let c (a) = the residue class of a mod q . The set 
， 〇 n n 
{o- (a): (a,q ) = 1} form the multiplicative group G = (Z/q Z) ’ 
n 0 n n 
and then for m^n>0, we have a natural surjective homomorphism 
G , 0- (a) I""“xr (a), (a,q ) = 1. We let F be the kernel of 
m n m n 0 n 
G — ^ namely r = {cr (a): a=l mod q }. We also define the 
n 0 n n 0 
subgroup A of G by A^ = {(r^(a): a。一i三±1 mod qp^}. Naturally, we 
29 
have G = r xA and the homomorphism G , m^n^O, induces r^-^r^ 
n n n m n 
and A 二 A • Let G = limG , T = l i m T， A = U m A , we have G = FxA, 
m n < n < n ^ ^ 
A^A 二 G . For aeZ, (a,q ) = 1, c (a) = ？' (a)6 (a) with (a)€r ’ 
0 0 o n n n 
6 (a)€A . Let cr(a)’ r(a)’ and 6(a) denote the (projective) limits 
n n 
Of 0- (a), r (a), and 6 (a), n^O, in G’ r, and A respectively. Then 
n n n 
cr(a) = r(a)5(a) under G = Fx A. For a, beZ, (a,q^) = = 1’ 
then r (a) 二 if (b) if and only if <a> 三 <b> mod . Hence 
n n P 
r >(l+q2 )’ y (a) ) is well-defined, n^O. 
n p p n P 
Consequently, r(a) = ？'(b) if and only if <a> = <b>, and r-^^^l+qZ^, 
r(a) I > < a > . 
Let K be a finite extension of Q , contained in n , and 0 = 
p P 
{a： aeK, the ring of local integers, p = {a: aeK, |a|<l} the 
maximal ideal of 0. Let A = m [ x ] ] , A is a local domain and its 
maximal ideal m is generated by x and p. {m。： n^O} define the 
rn-adic topology on A which makes A into a compact topological 
ring. Let R = 0[r ], which is a subring of the group algebra 
K[r ]. The group homomorphism T induces morphisms of algebras 
n m n 
R —>R ’ K[r ]~>K[r ] and then let R = limR . 
m n m n ^ “ 
Theorem 2.4.1: There exists a unique isomorphism of compact 
-algebra A - ^ R such that 1 + x — l + q ^ ) • 
Proof: Since 0[x] is dense in A = 0[[x]], the uniqueness is 
obvious. Conversely, we observe that there exists an isomorphism 
n pD 
A/(l-（l+x)P ) 二 R = 0[r ] such that 1+x mod (l-(l+x) ) i~> 
n n 
万(1+q ). The limit of these isomorphisms gives us the isomorphism 
n 0 
needed.• 
Fix a Dirichlet character n of the second kind, then f^ = 1 
or qp®,e^O. We choose a field K which contains all values of 7r(a), 
30 
aeZ and denote by n^ the least integer 之0 such that f ^ f o r all 
- 1 - t 
n^n^. When we fix an integer t, the residue class of 7r(a) <a> 
mod q 0 for aeZ, (a, q ) = 1 depends only upon 飞(a). Hence there 
n 0 n 
is a morphism of 0—algebras = 《 R ^ ^/qjO, 
—t 
飞(a) 1~>7r(a) <a> m o d q 0’ aeZ， (a, q ) = 1. 
n n 0 
Since the diagram 
R > 0/q 0 
m m 
、, 、， 0 
R > 0/q 0 
n n 
is commutative, we obtain a continuous morphism of (9-algebras 
<p = = lim (p^ ： R > 0 
t t t ,n 
with ) = 7r(a)"^<a>"^, aeZ, (a,q^) = 1. 
Put a = 1+q , we have 6 (r(1+q )) = C( 1+q ) where ^ = 
^t 0 0 
Ttd+q。） a root of unity in K with order a power of p, so 
1+q^)"^ = C = 1 mod p. 
Therefore, for a power series f(x) = V a x^eA = [x]], 
n 
f(C(l+q r、 l ) = r a (《1+q 广 - 1广 is well defined in 0. 
0 n 0 
Lemma 2.4.2： Let f(x) be a power series in A corresponding to ^ in 
R under the above isomorphism A ——、R in lemma 2.4.1, then 
二 f(<a+qo)-t-l) with C = 7r(l+q^)'\ 
Proof： Let f (x) = 1+x, then ？ = l+q^) so that ) = 
Cd+q^)一t = f I+QQ) 1-1). This implies the same formula for 
arbitrary f(x) in C>[x] and hence f(x)€A. • 
Let e be a Dirichlet character of the first kind with e ( - l ) = 
1 and fg 二 m^ or f^ = m^q^ = 1. 
Let ^ = = y <a>e(a)r (a)一 1. 
n n 广 z n 
n 
31 
= y ae (a)3' (a)"'€K[r ] ’ 6 = eoT? 
2q ^ 1 n n 1 
n 
and \ - ( 1 - ( 1 + % ) ^ / 1 + % ) - 1 )、 6 K [ r j . -
Under the morphism K [ r ] — ^ K[r ], the image of ^ +： is 
n+1 
= - h - E be (b)r (b)"V 
^n+i 2q , 1 n 
n+1 D 
B y letting b = a+iqn (a,q^) = 1’ 0 ^ < p ’ 
we have ？ … g E 6 J a ) . J a ) - V ( a - V 
n+1 a 
二 € - 2 e (a)-i。 
^n 4 ^ 1 n 
a 
However e^(-l) = _1’ = and r j q ^ - a ) = 万 卩 ⑷ ’ 
so 2ei(a)万n(a-i) = 0 sjid then = 、 
a 
Hence in general 
Furthermore, we have： 
L e m m a 2.4.3: n e R 二 
n n n 
Proof: Since = eU+q。）= 1, -
T) = € + E <(l+qo)a> e((l-q^)a) 
n n ^q u 
n a 
For each aeZ, 0 ^ a < q， ( a , q ) = 1’ we have 
n u 
ri+q )a = a’+ a"q with O^a'<q . 
”0 n n 
Since (l+q^)a = a’ mod q。， we have 




= < a , > + Cc)(a’）ia_‘q • 
n 
Let a range over all a 二 0’...，9厂1 and (a,q。）= 1, 
刀 = € + 上 2 (<a’> + a>(a' e(a’）^^(a' 
n n 2q 
n a 
= - y a" e (a') r (a，)"\e = eu'^ 
2 ^ 1 n 1 
a 
= I s ’ ei(a，）\(a’）-i + 
a 
32 
=X；’ (a" G^(a') ^ J a ' ) " ' - ^ ^ ^/a，厂丄）^ 
a 
In the third equality， we use -
( 1 、 ) 〜 - a ) = q n - a 、 ( V a " ) V 、 ( 〜 - & ’ ） = - 、 ( 八 
and T (q -a’）二 (a’）. 蘭 
n n n 
Since 刀 H-^7) under R - ^ R , m^n^O, there exists a n^eR such that 
m n m n 
•n = 7)® = lim T, . And then by theorem 1, there exists a g(x;e)€A 
'00 00 n 
such that g(x;e) i-^ / under the isomorphism A•"“> R. Let K ^ be 
the field generated over Q^ by all values of e(a), a€Z. By a 
suitable choice of K, K ^ is a subfield of K and 0 曰 = 卽 己 
g(x;e) is a power series in [x]]. 
Assuming G is non-principal, that is ’ 6 we have also： 
Lemma 2.4.4： ^ € R . 
n n 
Proof: Since <q^-a> : <a>-co(a)"\. e(q^-a) = e(a), we have 
e = 一 1 r (<a>e(a)T ( a ) " ^ <q -a>e(q -a) r ( q ^ - a ) ) 
^n 2q n n n 
n a 
= 丄 r <a>e(a)r ^ E, 6 (a)r (a)'^ 
q h n ^ i n 
^ n a 己 
Fix a with (a ’q ) = 1, and denote by E" the partial sum taken 
0 0 0 
over all a = 0，l’...,q/2-l with (a,q^) = 1 and = r j a ^ ) . 
We have <a> = <a > mod q and then 
0 n 
r < a > e ( a ) r j a ) " ' ^ mod q^R^-
Since e is a non-principal character of A^, 
J；" e(a) = (e(a) + e(qn-a)) : 0. 
Therefore J" <a>G(a)Ma)'^ = 0 mod q^R^ 
y <a>G(a)r (a)"^ = 0 mod q R . 
u n ““ 
a 
For p>2, the above congruence implies 、 in R^. 
If p = 2, e^(a) = a)(a)'^e(a) ±e(a)三 e(a) mod 20 
三 r'e(a) = 0 mod 20 
33 
re (a)^ (a)-i 三 0 mod 2R 
^ 1 n n 
and then C again is in R . • 
n ri 
0 
Since e C . under R > R， m ^ n ^ O , we may l e t 、 二 、 = U m % 
rn n m n 
and f(x;e) be the pre-image of ？® under the isomorphism 
Both g(x;e) and f(x;G) are power series in ^^^[[x]] and depend only 
on G and 
lim U-(l+qo)Tn(l+qo)""i) = H l + q o ) T ( l + q o ) - i ^ ^ 
\ = ( 1 - ( 1 + % ) “ 1 + % ) 一 专 CO. 
00 
Let h(x;e) = 1 - 恐 = H l + q 。 ） I (-x)n’ then 
n = 0 
h(x;9) h-> under A - ^ R and g ( x ; G ) = 
h(x;e)f (x;G). 
If G is the principal character, then g(x;%°) € ” [x]]. We 
still let h(x;x°) = 1 一 q。= q and define f(x;%°) by 
f(x;%°) = g(x;%°)h(x;%°), 
then f(x;%o) is an element of the quotient field of 
Lemma 2.4.5: Let f^ = 〜 o r f^ = m^q, (ni^,p) 二 1 ， q 。 = 爪 。 。 ， C = 
y(l+Q = 7i(l+q then 
^ 0 0 
2f(C(l+q。”-n_i;e) = /n , 
where X = for every integer n^-1. 
n 
Proof: We fix a finite extension K of Q^ in Q^, containing all 
values of %(a), e(a), 7r(a), aeZ. 
Fix t^O, apply the morphism = 《 n ' n⑷’ to both sides of 
U J il , ii 
27)® = y a"e ( a ， ( a ’ 
n ^ 1 n 
a 
We have 
20 (”）=!； a"e (a' )7r(a' )<a'>^ mod q 0 
t, n n 1 
d. 
= y a"% (a，）<a’>t mod q 0 
Lj 八 1 n 
a 
34 
= y (a’ ) mod q 0 
^ t+l n 
a 
-k 
where x - • 
k 
Now, (1+q )a = a,+a"q , 
0 n 
implies (1+q = a’ [+、(t+l)a'^-a"q mod q^. 
^ 0 n n 
If n is large enough, we have f q and then 
X n 
义 =、i ( ( l + q o ) a ) = W a ’ ) . 
From above congruence, we have 
a 
= I x (a’)a’“i+ it + l)l a"T (a' mod q^O. 
^ t+l t+l n n 
a a 
implies 2{t + l)(p (v ) = -(1~%( 1+q^) (l-q^)^"^E (aja^"^ 
t,n n 0 0 q t + l 
n a 
mod q 0 
n 
implies 2(t + l)0 (T) ) = 2(t + l)lim (p (T)) 
^ t CO t, n n 
=-(l-,(l+q。)(l-q。)t+i) i m E (a)a^"• 
n a 
From lemma 2.4.2 
t CO 0 
and by definition of h, 
h(<(l+qo)-t-l;e) = 1 一 《 - i ( l + q o ) t + i ; t O for t-0. 
So sf(C(l+qo)-t-i;e) = "ril iiS r 2 
n a 
It suffices to prove that 
lis S i U ) a ⑴ = ( 1 - r ^ (p)p')B 
n->oo q 。 t + l t + l t + l, % 
n a t+l 
and then put n = t+l. 
k 
Let S (k) = Y then 
n, X , 
a = l 
Y X = S (q ) - % (p)p'^^S ^ (q ) 
人 t+l t + l,r ^n n + 1 r ^ t + l.r n-1 
o:Sa<q t+l t+l 
( a , q ) = 1 
0 
Since S (phf) = 士(B (p^f) - B , ^(0)) and 
n , % “ n + 1 n+l, % ^ n+1, % 
3 5 
B (x) - B (0) = (n+l)B X + (terms of degree之2 in x). 
n+l, % n+l, % n, X 
So B = lim — S (pHf). 
n, X n - ^ p H f n, % 
Since q = m qp^ = f p^n, h = n + l - e， o r n+2-e' , then 
t+1 
lim — S (q ) = B . 
n - ^ q t+l, % 、n t+l,y 
n t+1 t+1 
We obtain the required formula in the lemma. • 
Corollary 2.4.6: a) When % = G = TT = and n = 1 
f ( 0 , % ° ) = - 知 1 -1 = -\r E a n d |f(0;%°) | = a n d 
2 1,0) 2q ^ q 
3 — 1 , 
g ( X ; ) is invertible in Z [[x]]. 
p 
b) 2g(q;%°) = (l-^)log(l+q^). 
Proof: a) In the above lemma, take % = E = TI = and n = 1. 
Since C = l+q^) = 1’ = = 0， w e have the first 
equality. If (a,p) = 1, then 
0) (a)a = 1 mod ql . 
p 
q 
Hence J] u) (a)a = p-1 mod p Z， p > 2 , 
a = 1 P 
= 2 mod 42 , p = 2。 
2 广 
implies |f(0;%o)| = |1/q . 
Using h(0; = -q, we have g(0; ) being a p-adic unit and hence 
g(x;%G) invertible in Z [[x]]. 
p 
b) Since = % = from the proof of lemma 3, we have 
2(p (T) ) = V a"a' mod q 0. 
-1 ,n n n 
a 
Again (1+q )a = a， + a"q 
0 n 
implies (l+q^)<a> = <a,>(l + a"a' "^q^) 
implies log(1+q ) + log<a> = log<a’> + log(1 + a"a''^q ) 
0 n 
implies J] {log(l+q ) + log<a>} = J {log<a, > + 
o:^a<q o:£a<q 
n n 
(a,q )=1 ( a , q )=1 
0 0 
l o g d + )} 
n 
36 
implies (1- l/p)q^log(1+q^) = E log(l+a"a' ^q^) 
a 
= Y , a"a' q mod q^p 
a 
implies (1- l / p U o g U + q。) E ^  mod p 
a 
Therefore 2g(l+q。-l;/) = lim = (1-1/p) log( 1+q^) as 
required.• 
Define a power series u(s-l) in K[[s-1]] by 
U ( S - l ) = C a + V P l o : : l 、 ) ) n ( S - l ) n . 
n = l 
, 、 ( i Q g f U a ) ) n 一 n n -n/(p - l ) 一 _ - n 】 
By lemma 2 . 4 . 5 . I C U + q 。 ) n ! ^ 丨丨^ 丨 一 ’ 
with r = q p >1-
Hence u(s-l) converges in 3 = {s: sefi^, |s-l|<l} and |u(s-l)|<r 
for every seD. 
Let A(x) = I a n X ^ A = C?[[x]]. Let c = C(l+qo)-l’ then c+x is 
n = 0 
contained in the maximal ideal m of A and 
m w ^ 
lim y a (c+x)n = B(x) = E ^  x exists in A. 
m ① n 二 0 n n = 0 “ 
For each a in n ,丨 a | < l , we have A(c+cx) = B(a). By formal 
p 
computation, we obtain 
00 CD 一 n 
y b (s-l)n = y c (s-l) with c eO, |c ^ r . 
^ n n n n 
n = 0 n = 0 
CO 
Therefore J] c (s-l)'' converges in S and 
n = 0 n CO 
A(c+u(t-l)) = B(u(s-1)) = J： Cn(S-l)n. 
n = 0 
If s is an integer, then 
… 、广（t-l)log(l+qJ . N 
c + u(t-l) = C + CU + q o ) ( e 0 -1) 
By continuity, we also have 
c + u(s-l) = for se及p 
and so we may write《〔1+%广-1 instead of c + u(s-l) for any s in 
37 
s. Thus we have 
A(《l+qo)S-l) = E 一 l ) n for seS. 
n = 0 
Theorem 2.4.7： For %(-l) = 1, there exists a p-adic analytic 
f u n c t i o n L (s,%) o n S = {s: seQ |s-l 卜 r’ r = q P > 
p ^ 
such that 
L (-n.%) = -(l-:^n(P)pn-i)Bn’：^ Zn. 
P n 
Furthermore, L(s;%) = s f ( C ( l + q Q ^ — l ;⑴ 
Proof： Assume the first factor e of % is n o n - p r i n c i p a l , i.e. e实 
T h e n f(x;e) is in A = C}[[x]]. Hence, the function 
F(s;x) = 2f(c(i+qo)s-i;e) 
is defined in the domain 5) and is given by 
F(s，x) = Ean’尤(s-l)n’ a^^^eC?,丨^^’义|计 
If e is principal, % = ti, then g(x;x°) is in A and .the function 
is also defined in D and is given by similar power series as 
F ( s ;力 . O n the other hand, 
h ( C U + q o ) s _ l ; / ) = h(c+u(s-l);%°) 
= 1 - (l+q^)/(l+c+u(s-l)) 
= 1 - \ ((log(l+qo))n/n!)(s-l)n;ri 
n = 0 
= 1 - “lo g ( l + q o ) ) n / n ! ) ( l - s ) n . 
n = 0 
For X = 71 实％。，C = =盯（l+q。）-'实 1 and 
h(C(l+q )s-l;%0) = i \ ((log(l+qo))n/n!)〔l-s)n). 
Since C^l and so is a root of unity with order a power of p, then 
1 一 《 I 叫 H e n c e 
38 
1 n 、 -l/(p-l) n -(n-l)/(p-l) = n > l . 
T ^ d o g d + q )) /n!)|^|p| |q| |p| r ’ n 
Therefore h(C( l+q。)'一 1; %。）本• for each s in S and hence 
F(s;%) = 2 f K ( l + q o ) S - l ; / ) 
=2g(c(i+q。）s-i;:t。）/h(c(i+qo)s-i;/) 
is well-defined in 3 and is given by 
F(s;力=\ an,i(s-l)n’ With C = |1-C|-1>0. 
n = 0 ， 
For e =义0 or ：^ = 71 = < = 1 and 
h((l+q )、1;义0) = logCl^q )(s-l) E ((log(l-q^))V(n.l)!)(l-s)^ 
0 n = 0 
Where | (log( l+q。））"/(。+1)!丨 ^  丨巧广…厂“^‘卩-”=厂一“，n之。• 
Therefore, h( ( ； vanishes in D only at s = 1， a n d the 
function = 2f ( ( i s well-defined in D M U and 
00 
is given by F(s;x°) = a / ( s - l ) + E 
n = 0 
Where a ’ a eK，|a 丨 n ^ o (C>0). 
—1 n n 
Furthermore, 
a一1 = U m (s-l)F(s;%。）= ( l o g ( l+q。)/log( 1+q。）= l"；-
Now, for each Dirichlet character %(-l) = 1’ we have obtained a 
function F(s;x) defined in 2) ( e x c e p t s : 1 when % = %。）and by 
lemma 2.4.5, 
F(l-n;%) = /n， = ^^^ 卩之丄. 
' n 
We then define L ( s;%) = F(s;%) for all s in 5).« 
p 
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CHAPTER 3： P-ADLC L-FUNCTION OVER TOTALLY REAL FIELD 
SI.COATEES STATEMENTS 
In this section, we state several hypotheses and then show 
that they imply the existence of p-adic L-funci ions over totally 
real fields. The idea is due to Coates [Co 1]. Under the work of 
Coates, one needs to prove these hypotheses for the target fields 
(e.g. the real quadratic field in §2. and arbitrary totally real 
field in §4) in order to prove the existence of p - adic 
L-functions. We start with the partial zeta functions. 
Recall that for an integral ideal f of a totally real number 
field F, the ray class group modulo f is the quotient group 
I(f)/P (f) where 1(f) is the group of fractional ideals of F and 
P (f) is the group of principal ideals (a), where a is totally 
positive and v^(a-l) t (i.e. oc三 1 modp") for all primes p 
which pn divides f but 广 does not divide f. 
To each ray class C、 we can associate a partial zeta function 
C产’⑴： 
Definition: Let C be a ray class, we define the partial zeta 
function associated with C as the sum: Cf(s’C) = E (Na) $ (Re(s) > 
1)， where a runs over all integral ideals in C, and Na denotes the 
absolute norm of a. 
Each can be analytically continued to the whole 
complex plane, except for a simple pole at s = 1. If b is a 
representative of C’ we often write instead of C|-(s,C). 
If M is a finite abelian extension of F and f is its 
conductor. For a fractional ideal a of F which is prime to f, we 
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denote (a，M|K) for the Artin symbol of a. We define a zeta 
function attached to cr： -
C (s,cr) = Y. (Na)-s (Re(s)>l) 
where a runs over all integral ideals of F prime to f such that cr 
= ( a , M | F ) . 
In other words, we define C (s, cr) = 2 Cr^s, C) 
M I 
where the sum is taken over all ray classes modulo C such that 
(C’M|F) = cr. 
If L, M are finite abelian extensions of F with M contained 
in L and each non-archimedean prime of F which is ramified in L is 
also ramified in M, by the behavior of Artin map under 
restriction, we have 
Z C (s,T) = C (s,cr), (1) 
L n 
T M = 0-
where T runs over all elements of G(L|F) whose restriction to M is 
cr. 
In fact we have the following theorem due to Siegel: 
Theorem 3.1.1: For each cr € G(M F), and each integer n^O, C (-n, cr) 
M 
is rational. • 
Let b, c, f be integral ideals of F with be prime to f. For 
each n^O, we define 
5^(6.c;f) = (Nc)n+i《f(-n’E)) - Cf(-n,bc). 
Now, we may state the first hypothesis： 
Integrality Hypothesis H ： If p is a rational prime which does not 
n 
divide Nc, then 8 (6, c； f) is integral at p. 
n 
Now let M be any finite abelian extension of F, For each 
cr€G(M|F), and each integral ideal c of F which is prime to the 
conductor of M|F， we define 
6 ((r,c;M) = (Nc)n+i《 ( - n , c r ) -《 ( - n , (r(c, MIF)). 
n M M 
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Let L be a number field, and n be a positive integer. We 
define w (L) to be the largest integer m such that G(L(fi^) |L) has 
n 
exponent dividing n. 
We have the following theorem. 
T h e o r e m 3.1.2： Assume that hypothesis H^ is true for F. T h e n for 
e a c h finite abelian extension M of F and each cr € G(M|F)’ we have 
(i) w ( M K (-n,c) is a n integer, and (ii) S j S , c ; M j is an 
n+1 M 
integer for each integral ideal c of F which is prime to w^^^CM) 
and the conductor of M|F. 
For the proof of the theorem, we need the following concept: 
We call a set S of fractional ideals of F dense if, for any finite 
abelian extension M|F, and any (r€G(M|F)’ we have o- = (a’M|F) for 
some aeS. 
We need the following lemma. 
L e m m a 3.1.3: Let p be a rational prime, and let S be a dense set 
of fractional ideals, all of whose elements are prime to p. If M 
is a finite abelian extension of F, and n is a positive integer, 
t h e n 
w (M) 一 1 = min i N a M ！：丄， 
n P aeS P 
(a,M|F)=l 
where the minimum is taken over all ideals a in S such that 
(a’M F) is defined and equal to the identity. 
Proof: Let S^ denote the subset of S containing all a such that 
(a’M|F) is defined and equal to 1. We have 
p® divides w (M) (e some integer 之〇） 
if and only if cr^  = 1 for all (r€G(M(〜e) |M) 
if and only if (a，M〔^ipe) |F) = 1 for all aeS^ 
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Nan 
if and only if C = C for all C印^e and all aeS^ 
if and only if p® divides Na^-l in Z for all aeS. 
p 
These conclude the lemma.• 
Proof of Theorem 3.1.2: 
Let f be the conductor of M|F, and L the ray class field with 
conductor f. Then C^^Cs, (b,L|F)) = so (1) gives •‘ 
Z 5^(6,c;f) = 5n(cr’c;M); 
bmodf 
(b,M|F)=o-
where b runs over a set of representatives of the ray classes 
modulo f such that (6, M F) = cr. By H， the left hand side is 
n 
p-integral if p does not divide Nc, and so the same is true on the 
right hand side. Fix a prime p. Letting c rarige over all integral 
ideals prime to f and p such that (c,M|F) = 1, we conclude from 
the last lemma that w (M)C (-n, <r) is p-integral,. Since p is 
n+l M 
arbitrary, this proves (i). 
Now suppose that c is integral and prime to f and w^^^(M). Again 
let p be any prime. If p divides w (M), then 6 (cr, c； M) is 
厂 V/ r 厂 n+l n 
integral at p because p does not divide Nc. On the other hand, if 
p does not divide w (M), then 5 (<r, c； M) is p-integral by (i). 
n+l n 
Thus (ii) is proved.• 
Let M be a finite abelian extension of F, and x a 
1 一 d i m e n s i o n a l character of G = G(M F) with values in C (the 
p 
algebraic closure of Q ). We can suppose that the kernel of x is 
p 
trivial (otherwise replace M by the fixed field of the kernel of 
x). For each integer n^O, define 
L(-n,%) = E x((r)C (-n,a-). 
creG “ 
Let S be the set of primes of F lying above p. We also define 
L (-n,%) = E 
s c ^ 
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where q is the least common multiple of (p) and the conductor of 
X, and C runs over the ray classes modulo g. It is easy to see 
L (-n,%) = L(-n,%) J\ (l-%(p) (Np)""). 
s pes 
Let 0 be the ring of integers of a finite extension of 〜， 
and A the ring of formal power series in an indeterminate T with 
coefficients in 0. Let F be the cyclotomic Z -extension of F. For 
00 P 
each n^O, let Z 二 G〔F F), where F = F nF(u n), and let ] be 
n n n 00 p n 
the group ring of with coefficients in 0. Fix a topological 
generator of T = G ( F J F ) . For completeness, we state the 
following result again, which was proved in §4 of Chapter II： 
Lemma 3.1.4: There is a unique topological isomorphism of 
C-algebras 
$ : lim Oil. ] 二 A 
< — — n 
satisfying ^iif^) = 1+T. 
Now, we state a weaker version of H。. 
Hypothesis D(p): Let b, c. f be integral ideals of F, with 6c 
prime to f, and f divisible by all primes above p。 T h e n 6^(6,c;f) 
is integral at p. 
Let M F be EL finite abel ian extension with Galois group G, and % a 
faithful 1-dimensional character of G with values in C^. Let q 
denote p or 4 according to p is odd or even and put M。= M(〜）’ M① 
二 M(W). 
Let e^O be an integer such that q。= qp^ is the order of the group 
of all p-power roots of unity of M。. For each n^O, define q^ = 
q pn. Let M = MC/i ) and G = G(M |F). 
n q n n 
n 
Define the 0-th Stickelberger element for M J F by 
^ = E Cw (0,cr)(r"V 




Take c^l to be any integral ideal of F prime to both p and the 
conductor of x- We have 
(Nc - (c’M = 1 6 ((r,c;M )cr"\ (2) 
n “ Cr€G ° n 
n 
Now it is easy to see that there exists an integer n such 
0 、 
that, for all n^n^, the same primes of F ramify in M , namely 
those which divide either p or the conductor of x- Thus, assuming 
that D(p) is valid for F and p, we conclude that (2) lies in the 
integral group ring 1 [G ] for all n>n . 
P n 0 
Clearly, M contains F = F(fi n). Write r for the 
n n+e qp n 
restriction map from G to Z = G(F F). Let 0 be the ring of 
n n+e n+e 'X^  。 
integers of the field obtained by adjoining the values of % to Q . 
p 
We define a ring homomorphism from [G ] to [E ] by mapping cr 
% n X n+e 
in G^ to %(cr)r^(cr), and extend by linearity. The image of (2) 
under this homomorphism is 
7) (c) = V (c)r (C ) = 5 ((r,c;M ((r)"\ 
n n n n 托 G ° n n 
n 
where v (c) = Nc - (c, F D r C c ) . 
n n+e 
If m>:n^n (1) shows that the restriction map from G to G 
u m n 
maps ^ to ^ , whence one sees easily that the y\ (c) (n^n ) define 
m n n o 
an element of lUn 0 [H ]. Let f (T,： )^ be the corresponding 
、 /V N+E C 
fo厂ma_l power series in the ring 八 = G [ [T] ] under the isomorphism 
of lemma 3.1.4. It is also clear that the v (c) (n^O) give an 
n 
element of the same projective limit. To see what the 
corresponding power series is ， let T(C) in Z be defined by the 
p 
equation 
R R ^S T(C) 
(c，F FJ = 
00 0 
where (c，F |F) is the element of r whose restriction to F is 
n 
(c, for all n^rO. Then the v^(c) (n^O) correspond to 
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= Nc - :^(c)(l+T)丁(c) 
because the isomorphism of lemma 3.1.4 maps 〜 t o 1+T. Note that 
Uc(T’％) is not the zero power series since c^l. We can therefore 
define G ( T , i n the quotient field of A by 
X 
G(T,力=fc(T，力/iic(T,力. 
This ratio is independent of c because t) (C)V (C，） = 
n n 
7)(c' )v^(c), for any two ideals c, c'. 
Recall that e is a character of G(M^|F) acting on the group 
of q-th roots of unity. We say that x is exceptional if is a 
character of F^ = F ⑵ nM。， i.e. if x is exceptional, we can 
associate with it a p^-th root of unity ^ by ^ = J )’ where 
denotes the restriction of to F^. The next theorem gives an 
estimate for the denominator of G(T,%)： 
Theorem 3.1.5: Assume that the hypothesis D(p) is valid for F. 
Then i) if % is not exceptional, G(T,x) belongs to A ； and 
ii) if X is exceptional, (1+T) - u)G(T,x) belongs to A . 
^ X 
Outline of Proof： Let h(T) be the greatest common divisor of all 
the This exists because A is a unique factorization 
domain. Let TT be a local parameter of 0 . Choosing c so that T(C) 
is a unit in 1 , we see that n does not divide all the 
p 
coefficients of u^(T, %), and so the same is true for h(T). Thus, 
by Weierstrass preparation theorem, we can assume that h(T) is 
either 1 or a distinguished polynomial (i.e. a polynomial T^ + 
一 +...+ a。 with a^ € 7iC? for 0 ^ i < n-1). Assuming the 
latter to be the case, let a be any root of h(T) in C . Since a is 
p 
a root of x), a simple computation shows that we must have 
= ( i i / ( l + ( x ) )T(c) for all c. As a <1’ it follows easily 
p ^ 
that X must be exceptional, and that a = C'^u - 1. Noting that 
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e a c h zero of %) is simple, this sketch of the proof of the 
theorem is completed.• 
For full details see [Co-Si 2]. 
We now state the congruence hypothesis： 
Congruence Hypothesis C(p)： Let 6, c, f be integral ideals of F 
w i t h 6c prime to f, and f divisible by all primes above p. Then 
for each integer s>0， we have 
3 ( 6 , c ; f )三 ( N 6 c ) X ( 6 , c ; f ) mod (w (M^)Z ). 
s 0 s t P 
We now assume the hypotheses D(p) and C(p), and use them to show 
the existence of p-adic L-functions. 
Theorem 3.1.6: Assume that hypotheses D(p) and C(p) are valid for 
F. Then, for each integer s>0, we have G(u"^-1, = . 
In particular, a p-adic L-function exists and is given by 
In order to prove the theorem, we need the following lemma： 
L e m m a 3. 1.7： Suppose (B： R = lim 0[Z ] > C is a continuous 
< n p 
homomorphism of 一 a l g e b r a s . If ^eR, let f(T) be the corresponding 
power series under the isomorphism of lemma 3.1.4. T h e n = 
f O C r ^ ) - ! ) . 
Proof: Easy consequence of Lemma 3.1.4. • 
Proof of the theorem 3.1.6: If x is a unit in Z^, we can decompose 
it in the form x = w(x)<x>, where <x> = x mod q and w(x) is a root 
of unity. Recall that k is the fundamental character giving the 
action of 厂 on W. For each integer s, we can clearly extend the 
character K of T to a continuous homomorphism of 0 -algebra from 
X 
^ ^ = ^^tl：^] to Cp. We now apply the above lemma to this 
extension of K"^. We deduce easily that 
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f ( i T M , 力 = l i m p (c), 
L n 
Where p (c)三 J] )x~\h)<Kb> mod (q ), 
n bmodf Q n n ；^ 
n 
here f denotes the conductor of M over F, and b runs over a set 
“ n 
of integral ideals representing the ray classes modulo f . 
n 
Assuming that s2:0, and noting that N6 = e(b)<N6> and q divides 
n 
w (Mf ), we deduce from the congruence hypothesis C that 
'n P 
p (c) = (Nc)一s I 5 (6’c;f )x (6) m o d iq 0 ), 
bmodf s n 1 n X 
n 
where % = x'^o'^-
丄 
But， by (1)， the right hand side of this last congruence has the 
same value for all n^n^, and this value is clearly 
In other words, is given by this expression. But the 
first factor in this expression is just u , and so the 
c 
proof is completed. • 
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§2. P-ADIC L-FUNCTION OVER REAL QUADRATIC FIELDS 
We use the following notations in this section： 
K - a totally Real number field 
一 valuation with v^in) = 1, where n is the uniformizing element 
of p 
L 一 finite extension of Q. 
Kf - the set of all totally positive elements a of K such that 
Vp(a-l) > v^if) for any prime p of K with p|f. 
R|- - the ray class group mod f. 
Siegel [Sie 1] has proved that (-n’r) is rational for n^O, it is 
also a consequence of Shintani' s result (c.f. [Shi 1]). 
We define the St ickelberger element <X(M|K) = 
E Cr(0,r)(r,M|K)"\ which is in (D[G(M K) ]. Analogously, the n-th 
reRf ’ 
Stickelberger element a (M|K) = J Cr(1-n, r)(r, M|K)"^ for all 
positive integer n. 
For the partial zeta function, we have the following result. 
Lemma 3.2.1: Assume that f divides g, and that f and g are 
divisible by the same primes. Then the canonical map n： R — > R , is 
S f 
surjective, and，for each r € 〜 ， w e have ^ C (s, t) = ^ (s, r), 
TTCt )=r ^ t ’ 
where the summation is over all t € R with 7r(t) = r 
S • 
Proof: Since f and q are divisible by the same primes, the set of 
integral ideals belonging to r is a disjoint union uS^, where t 
ranges over the classes of R with 7r(t) = r, and S is the set of 
a t 
integral ideals of t, and so the equality holds. The surjectivity 
of n is trivial.• 
If f is an integral ideal of K, we denote as the ray class 
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field of K corresponding to f. 
L e m m a 3.2.2： For each integer k2:l, let d^ be the greatest common 
divisor of the numerators of (Na)^-l, where a runs over K^. Then 
\ is the largest positive integer m such that the following two 
properties hold： 
i) the Galois group of over has exponent dividing k, and 
ii) the only rational primes q which can divide m are those for 
which prime of K above q divides f. 
Proof: Put d = dk’ and M = We first show that d satisfies 
(i) and (ii). Let q be a rational prime such that there exists a 
prime q of K above q which does not divide f. Then, by the 
approximation theorem, there exists an algebraic integer a in K^ 
such that v^(a)>0. Thus q divides ( N a , , and so q does not divide 
d. Next, let c be any element of G ( N |〒 . Since any prime of K 
which ramifies in M must divide f’ we have cr = (6, M|K) for some 
fractional ideal 6 of K which is prime to f. As the restriction of 
cr to is 1 by hypothesis, and 91厂 is the ray class field mod f, 
we must have 6 = (a) for some a € K厂 Now the restriction of c^ to 
叫 d ) is ( ( N a ) k ’ ( D (〜） a n d this is equal to 1 because, by the 
definition of d, the numerator of (Na)^-l is divisible by d (and 
the denominator is prime to d). As the restriction map from 
G ( M | 9 y to is injective, it follows that cr^  = 1, as 
required. Next, let m be any integer 之1 satisfying conditions (i) 
and (ii) of the lemma. We must show that m divides the numerator 
k 
of (Na) -1 for each a € K广 Let M = )， and let a be any 
T T ^ 
element of K厂 Since m satisfies condition (ii), the Artin symbol 
cr = ((a)’M|K) is defined. Moreover, cr belongs to G ( M | 〒 because a 
€ K厂 Thus, by ⑴ ’ = 1. In particular, restricting c^ to 
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Q(〜），it follows that ((Na)^,(D(/i ) Q) = 1, and this implies that 
m m 
m divides the numerator of (Na)^-l. This completes the proof of 
the lemma. • 
By the argument of section 1, we Just need to prove the 
integrality and congruence hypotheses. In fact, we will prove 
theorems 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 by using Siegel's formula. 
Theorem 3.2.3： Assume K is a real quadratic field, and f is any 
ideal of K. Then i) 126^(6,c;f) € Z for all integral ideals 6’ c 
wit h (b,f) = (c’f) = 1, and 
ii) if f is divisible by all primes of K lying above a 
rational prime p, we have 6 (6,c;f) € Z for all ideals 6, c with 
0 p 
(6’f) = (c’f) = 1, i.e. D(p) is valid. 
Theorem 3.2.4: Assume K is real quadratic, and let f be a n y ideal 
of K. Assume that f is divisible by all primes of K lying above a 
rational prime p. Then, for n>l, we have 5 (b,c;f) = 
n 
(N6c)''6 (b,c;f) mod {w ), for all ideals 6, c with ( b , f ) = 
u n I p ,, 
(c，f) = 1, i.e. C(p) is valid. 
For 3.11 immeciisLte application of theorem 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 we 
have the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.2.5: If f is divisible by all primes of K lying above 
p, for n^l, we have 6 (6, c； f) € Z . • 
n p 
The integrality property is deduced from Siegel's formula. We list 
some notations before stating Siegel's formula. 
A - the discriminant of a real quadratic field K. 
f - an integral ideal of K. 
刀 - the unique generator greater than 1 of the totally positive 
units of K such that T) = 1 mod f. 
6 - integral ideal of K such that (6,f) = 1. 
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a = b/Df where D is the different of K. 
a， - the conjugate of ex € K. 
Furthermore, choose an integral basis a, ^ of a such that o)=-曰/oc 
exceeds d'. 
Put u = Tr(a), v = TrC/S). 
Define the rational integers a, b, c, d by the equation 
v'^cc = aa + c 曰’ = ba + d ^ 
and consequently we have ad-bc = 1. 
Put q(z) = in(z-w) (z-o)’）with m = Na/Na and define 
R (z) = q(z)n- dz for n^rl, 
-d/c 
and the Fourier series T (x) = 1, 
CD 
Tk(x) = - ( k - D ! I exp(27iijx)(27rij)k (k^l). 
j =-00 
j扣 
As Siegel [Sie 1] remarks, for all x任Z’ we have 
T (X) = B, ({x})/k (k>0), T (x) = B ({x}) = 1 
k k 0 0 
where B^(y) denotes the k - t h Bernoulli polynomial and {x} = x-[x]. 
In [Sie 1]， Siegel proved that, for each integer 
2 n - 2 
t 2n k = o n C k 乂 
Where ^ = c^'^'^R (-) V T ( — ) , 
2n n C ^ L 2n、 C 厂 
1 m o d c 
1 mo d c 
In order to use it to deduce the integrality property, we 
need to rewrite it in a more convenient form. 
We put g(z) = ((z+Ti)(z+77’））n_i 
2 n - 2 _ 
= J] e. z with integers e.. 
i = 0 1 1 
g(z) depends only on n and Tr(77) = a + d. 
Since 刀刀’ = 1 ’ g(z) = z^'^'^gd/z) and thus e = e . 
i 2n-2-i 
As V = a-ccj, g(c2-a) = where m = Na/Na. 
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0 
Then c (a/c) = J g(C)dC 
-(a+d) 
2n—k—1 1—n 
and c m R (a/c) = (k-l)!e (l:<k<2n-l)： 
n k-1 
Since c = (17-17' )/(a)-tj' ) and u)>u)' , 7)>1>7]，’ so c is positive. Then 
the Fourier expansion of T (x) is 
2n 
E T。（（n+l)/c) = c i - 2” (n). (1) 
, , 2n 2n 
1 m o d c 
Next, let f denote the unique positive generator of the ideal fnZ. 
We have the following lemma: 
Lemma 3.2.6： We can choose the integral basis a, fS of a, so that u 
二 Tr(a) = 0 and v = Tr(b) > 0. For this basis, a = d = 1 mod f, c 
- 0 mod f, and v = t/f, where t is the largest positive rational 
integer dividing b. Moreover, c>0. 
Proof: Take a to be the negative generator of the subgroup of 
elements of a with trace 0. The image of a under Tr is a 
fractional ideal of Q. We take fS to be - any element of a such that 
Tr(/3) is the positive generator of this fractional ideal. Then a, 
玲 give an integral basis of a, and that u = -(S/a > to' . Let f* 
denote the (reduced) denominator of v. Then f* must divide f 
because Tr(f/3) € Z since f/3 € 
Conversely, since Tr(f*a)c2, f divides f*. Thus f = f*. Let t be 
the numerator of v. A& Tr(fa) = Z, we see that t must be the 
largest positive rational integer dividing 6. The congruence on a, 
d’ c stated in the lemma now follow immediate from the equation 
ad-bc = 1， 
Tr((T7"^-l)a) = cv, Tr( )/3) = (d-l)v, 
and both traces lie in Z because € f and a, fS e b/(Df]. • 
Now, we assume that the integral basis a, ^ of a has been chosen 
to satisfy the conditions of above lemma. 
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Recalling that a<0 and that the discriminant of a, (3 is (Na)^A. we 
have a(3'-a'(S = av = -(Na)A^^^, i.e. a = -A^'^^Na/v. 
Since m = Na/Na, v = t/f, ND = A, and Na<0, it follows that 
(-l)n(mNf)n-isign(Na) = 
If we write t) = (g + hVA)/2, where g and h are rational integers. 
Then from cv = S( (7)"^-l)a) = hANa/v, we conclude cv^ = hN6/Nf. 
Lemma 3.2.7: Equation (1) remains valid if we redefine 
by replacing the function T (x)(J^l) wherever it 
K J 
occurs by Bj({x} 
Proof: Recall that T^(x) and B.({x} )/J differ only when J = 1 and 
X € 2, the effect of this change is to subtract from the term in 
brackets on the right of (1) the quantity 
V = B ({1 /c}) + e。 ( { v } ) ) / ( 2 ( 2 n - l ) ) , 
(J ^n-l 0 2n-l . 
where 1。 denotes the unique integer in our set of representatives 
modulo c such that the integer al^ + cv is divisible by c. We 
observe that f 1^/c is in Z because al^/c + v is in I (a,c) = 1, 
and the denominator of v is f. Hence 
Iq/c + V = al^/c + V - (a-l)l^/c is in Z since a = 1 mod f. 
But B (X) = (-l)2n-iB (1-x)， we have 
2n-l 2n-l 
( H /c}) = B ( { - V } ) = -B。 ({v}). 
2n-l 0 2n-l 2n-l 
So e = e implies V = 0. • 
0 2n-2 ^ 
Now, for each integer ks:0, we define 
Q , (x) = c N k + ({x}) 
k+l k+1 
and conclude the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.2.8: For each integer n^l, we have 
2 n — 2 
y i - n , b ) = (Nb/t2)n-l(i)2n-2(〜n + j" ( -1 ) ' ^  ^  e^Q^) 
k = 0 
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where f denotes the unique positive generator of the ideal fnZ, 
and 
2 n - 2 
〜 - ( B 2 / 2 n c ) I (-l)k+iek(k + l)"'(a + d)''' 
k = 0 
fi = E W ,(al/c + v)Q (1/c). • 
k 1。； k+1 2n-k-l 
1 m o d e 、._ 
We say that f is distinguished for p if 
a) f is divisible by all primes of K lying above p if p is odd, 
and f is divisible by 4 if p = 2, and 
b) f is maximal in the sense that, for each prime p which divides 
f，we have v (f) = v (t7-1). 
P P 
From the above formula and put = -(17-17"^ )/(\/ANf), we obtain 
i) For any f, we have 12<厂（0,6)三 mod Z. 
ii) If 3 divide f, we have 
Cj-(0,6)三！杀严 mod Z3. • 
iii) If divides f, we have 
1 1 
C|-(0, 6) = -p^ + mod Z^ 
where p^ is either 0 or 1 and depends only on f. 
iv) There exists an integer 入=入（n’K) with the following 
property. For all prime numbers p and all ideals b, f of K with 
(6,f) = 1 and f distinguished for p， we have 
V a J 1-n, 6)-( > v (f)-A. 
P T ^n I p 
The first three properties imply Theorem 3.2.3 and all four 
properties together imply theorem 3.2.4 (c.f. [Co-Si 1] 
p.263-265). 
Proof of Theorem 3.2.3: Since 4> depends only on f, so from (i) 
that 126^(6, c;f) e Z. For c;f) e If 3 divides f, 
(ii) shows that S (6,c;f) € Z . If divides f, we have 6 (6,c;f) 
.0 3 〇 
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€ Since (iii) implies that 8 (b,c;f) = ^(Nc-l)p mod Z and Nc 
0 ^ I 2 
is odd by the hypothesis that divides f and (c，f) = 1. 
Let f and § be any two integral ideals of K such that f divides g, 
and f and q are divisible by the same primes. By lemma 1, we have, 
for each (integral) ideal b with (6,f) = 1, , 
E 5^(6,c;5) = 6 (6,c;f) (n^l) 
6 mod g n 
6 〜bmodf 
where c is any ideal prime to f, and the summation on the left is 
taken over a complete set of representatives {6} of the ray 
classes mod q which are mapped to the ray class of b mod f by the 
canonical surjection from R onto R广 Now, by a suitable choice of 
O I 
s. we conclude (ii) of the theorem. • 
Now we turn to proving the theorem 3.2.4. 
Proof of theorem 3.2.4: Assume that n>l and K are fixed and 
suppose p is fixed. Let 6, c, f run over all ideals of K with 
(6,f) = (c’f) = 1 and f distinguished for p. Then if we multiply 
the expression in brackets at the end of (iv) by (Nc,， and 
subtract the corresponding expression with 6 replaced by 6c, the 
middle term cancels out, and we obtain 
V (5 (6,c;f)-(N6c)""^6 (6,c;f)) - v (f)-A 
P n-l O p 
for all conductors f which are distinguished for p. 
Now take an ideal f of K, which is divisible by all primes above 
p’ but is not necessarily distinguished for p. Choose a sequence 
of conductors f^ (m = 0,1,...) with the following properties： (i) 
the f are distinguished for p, (ii) the f are divisible by the 
m m ^ 
same primes as f, (iii) f divides f , and f divides f if m^n 
0 m n ， 
and (iv) if f is the positive generator of f nZ, then v (f 1 
m m p 
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tends to infinity as m tends to infinity. 
Let b, c be ideals of K with (b,f) = (c’f) = 1’_ and let 6 run over 
a complete set of representatives of the ray classes mod f which 
m 
are mapped to the ray class of 5 mod f by the canonical surjection 
from Fy onto R 「 F o r each 6’ we conclude that 
m 
)-(N6c)n-ia； (6’c;f )) > V (f )-X. 
P n - 1 m 0 m p m 
Summing over 6, 
V ( S ( b , c ; f ) - I ( 6 , c ; f ) ) > V ( f 
P n - 1 6 m o d f m 0 m p m 
6 � 6 m o d f 
On the other hand, since 6 and 6 are in the same ray class mod f, 
and f is divisible by all primes of K above p, we conclude from 
lemma 3.2.2 that 
V ((N6c)n-i-(Nbc)n-i) > V (v 
P p n - 1 t 
Choose m so large that v (f )一入 2： v (v (31^)). By (ii) of Theorem 
P m p n - 1 t 
3.2.3，6^(6,c;f ) is Z ， i t follows that 
0 m p 
(5 (6’c;f) - I (6,c;f )) > v (w (91-)). 
P n - 1 6 m o d f m 0 m P n - 1 f 
6 - b m o d f 
We then take the factor (Nbc)"""^ outside the summation in this 
last expression. Hence the second term on the left is equal to 
and then theorem 3.2.4 follows. • 
By the discussion of previous section, we may now state the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 3.2.9: Let F be a real quadratic field and M be a finite 
abelian extension of F. Let % be a character of G = G(M|F). For 
each s € Z with s=?^ l， we have p 
L {s,x) = p 
where the power series G and character G are defined as in section 
1. In particular, the p-adic L-functions exists. • 
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§3. P-ADIC MODULAR FORM 
Before giving the definition of a p-adic modular form. We 
first list some notations ajid conventions which will be used in 
this section: 
0 - an algebraic closure of Q 
n = (D (D - an algebraic closure of Q p p p 
K - an extension of (D in Q, 0 - the ring of integers of K 
K. 
K - the residue field of K. 
If K is finite, K = KQ - the p-adic closure of K in Q 
P p p 
V - the normalized p-adic valuation on n with i/ (p) = 1 
P P p 
r = SL(2,Z), G is a subgroup of 厂 which contains C^)-
01 
r(N) = € r： r = I mod N}, where I is the identity matrix. 
Definition： A modular form f on G is said to be defined over K if 
00 
the q-expansion of f at ico is Z a q"" with a € K and q = 
n = 0 n n ^ 
2711 z / N 
e . 
00 
If a € 〜 f o r all n, then ？ = S q" € K[[q]] is called the 
^ K n = 0 n 
reduction of f. 
一 the vector space over K of modular forms on G of weight 
k defined over K， 
\(G，k) 一 the K-subspace of K[[q]] consisting of the reductions of 
all forms in M (G,k) defined over 0 . 
K K 
00 
W (G) - the subalgebra I： M (G,k) of K[ [q]]. 
^ k = 0 K 
CO 
S (G) - the subalgebra Z M (G’k) of K[[q]]. 
K k = 0 K 
W(G,k) = W-(G,k), MiG) 二 W-(G). 
Q 0 
Definition: A p-adic modular form f over K of level N with weight 
k is a limit of a sequence e M (r(N),k ), i.e. if = 
K i 
〜 = l i m a^i) p-adically, k = lim k. p-adically then f = 
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• n 
Z a q. 
n 
The p-adic modular forms of level 1 is simply called p-adic 
modular forms. 
In order to ensure that the p-adic modular form is 
well-defined, we need the following result： 
Theorem 3.3.1(Serre, Katz): Let f ⑴ = Z a " ) q n and f ⑵ = ^ 
n=0 n n=0 
(2) n L , 
a ^ q be members of W(r(N),k^) and W(r(N),k^) respectively. 
S u p p o s e r € Q, (p,N) = 1, and ( f ⑴ - f ⑵ ） 之 ( / ⑴ ） 什 . T h e n 
P p 
(1) if p 2 and r>0, k^ = k^ mod (p-Dp^''^"^ 
(2) if p = 2 and r>l, k = k mod 之^小^ 1 2 
Where {x} is the least integer greater than or equal to x and 
00 
V i Z q") = inf u (a ). 
p n=0 n^ n^O p n 
Proof: Multiplying f ⑴ and / ⑵ by an appropriate constant, we 
may assume u (f^^M = 0. Suppose f•⑴and f ⑵ are defined over a 
number field L with maximal unramified subfield K, so K = L. Let 
w ...,w be an integral basis for L over K ’ i.e. a basis for i n p p 
the module over the ring Since W(r(N),k) always has a 
basis of forms defined over Q, there is a K -linear combination 
(i) P 
f of modular forms over Q such that f ⑴ = Z j w / ⑴ and f ⑵ = 
J j j 
( 2 ) A ~ 
w f . Choose w € K such that w = w , so for each i 
J J J P j j 山 
V (〜- w )>0 and V (f(i)-:f(.2))之[r]. Therefore, if ？ " = Zjw 
P J J P J J j j ' 
then -》（2))之[r] for [r] = r and 丄）-》（2) )>[r] for [r] t 
r. Since f " ) 一 / “ ⑵ ^^ defined over the unramif ied field K , in 
p 
either c a s e 、 ( f ( 丄 ) ( 2 ) ) 扑 } • Now the result may be obtained by 
applying Corollary 4.4.2 of [Ka 1] to ？ ” e S(W(K), l,N,k ).• 
i 
From the above theorem, the k^ approach a limit k € X = 
I^xI/(p-l)I, which is independent of the particular sequence of 
modular forms f " ) approaching f. We denote the set of p-adic 
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modular forms over K of level N and weight k by W (厂（N)’k). It is 
K. 
a Kp-vector space and closed under limits. We also denote the 
set of the p-adic modular forms of level N and weight k over all 
finite extensions of Q by S(r(N),k). It is a Q -vector space of 
p 
p-adic modular forms of level N. The p-adic modular forms of level 
1 are simply called p-adic modular forms. 
From now on, we fix a positive integer N and a prime p not 
dividing N, and write (a, b: c, d) for the matrix [？d]. 
Let r € IN, we define F^Cp'^.N) = {(a, b： c, d) € 厂（N) ： c三〇 mod 
厂oi(pr,N) = {(a, b: c, d) € r(N) ： c=0 mod p^， a=d=l mod p} 
,N) = {(a, b: c, d) € r(N) ： c^O mod p^’ a=d=l mod p^} 
and abbreviate r ^ ( p ^ ) = 厂 0 ( ? 广 ， 1 ) ， = 「 0 1 ( 口 " ^ 1 ) ， 厂 1 ( ? 广 ） = 
来 
For ？ G (Z/pZ) (the set of characters on I/pl) and % e 
X来 
(Z/p2) (the set of characters on (Z/p2)x) , we write 
= { f € s . t . f | k ( a， b： pf-ic， d ) 
= C ( c ) f for (a, b： p^-ic’ d) € and 
mroi(pr,N)’:^，k) = { f G mroi(pr’N)，k) S.t. f | J a , b： C, d) 
= % ( c ) f for (a, b: c, d) € 厂o(P"\n)}. 
Then we have 
roi(P'-i’N)斤oi(pr，N)二 Z/pZ by (a, b： d) h c and 
ro(pr，N)/roi(pr’N)>~^ (Z/pZ)x by (a, b： c, d) i—> d, 
and mroi(pr’N),k) = "(厂。丄（P', N)，5’ k) (r 之 2) 
m r o i ( p r ’ N ) ’ k ) = � m r o i ( p r , N ) , ; t ， k ) (r^l). 
Proposition 3.3.2: i) W (T (p,N),k) c m (r(N). (k,k)). 
K 0 K 
ii) \(roi(P’N) 乂 ’ k) c (k,k+T)). 
iii) \(roi(pr,N)，t/,k) S \(r(N)，（k’k+…）。• 
In fact, we Just need part (iii) of the proposition in the 
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remaining part of this section, but it suggests us to prove it 
step by step and so we prove (i) first and then (ii) and finally 
what we desired as in [Qu 1]. For details of the proof, please see 
[Qu 1]. 
We now recall that (Z/p'^Z) (Z/pZ) ""e (Z/p'^'^Z) and then 
correspondingly a n y character x on (Z/p'^2)'' may be expressed 
uniquely as % = x^X^, where x^ is a character of (Z/pZ)^ and is 
a character of . 
Theorem 3.3.3: Suppose % is a character of il/p^l)'', p ^ 2, with 
CO 
conductor p"^ and % =⑴」. L e t f = Z a q"" € MiT 
1 n = 0 n 1 
(1) If (p-l)|(k+j), then V (a )>inf v (a ). 
p 0 n ^ l p n 
(2) If (p-1) I (k+J) and = 1’ then v (a )>inf v (a )-v (k)一 1. 
2 p 0 n ^ l p n p 
(3) If (p-1) I (k+J) and x 式 1’ then (a inf f (a ) 一 
2 p 0 n ^ l p n 
l/(p-l)pm-2. 
For p = 2, we have 
(1) If 2i(k+j), then V (a ) > inf y (a ) - v (k)-2. 
p 0 n ^ l p 0 p 
(2) If 2| (k+J) and x^ = 1， t h e n u (a ) > inf v (a )-v (k)-2. 
2 p 0 n ^ l p n p 
(3) If 21 (k+J) and 本 1’ then v (a ) > inf v (a ) -
2 p 0 n ^ l p n 
00 ^ 
Theorem 3.3.4: Let / ⑴ = E a^'^q"" e N (T ), i = 
n — 0 n K 1 i 
1，2, • . • 
If p 2’ suppose each " ) ； ^ ’ with x a fixed character of 
(Z/pF i2)x. If p = 2, suppose each x^^^ = a fixed character of 
(I/pP 1幻X’ and write = 0 for each i. Finally, suppose that 
a二 1) tends uniformly toward a^ for n^l, and (k. ,k.+j. ) approaches 
a limit in X’ which is nonzero if ；^ = 1 or p = 2. Then 
2L”）approach a limit a . • 
1 0 
Now, we can prove the existence theorem of p-adic abe1ian 
L-f unctions. Let K be any totally real number field, L an abel ian 
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e x t e n s i o n of K, and G the Galois group of L over K. If ：^： is a 
character of G, x induces a character on the ray class group Fy = 
I 严 f where f is the conductor of Here is the set of ideals 
of K prime to f and 
Pj- = { (a) € ： a € K, a 》 0 , o^l mod f }. 
For s>l, the abelian L-function is defined by 
where the summation is over all integral ideals in and N 
denotes the norm from K to Q. L (s,%), or simply L(s’％), has an 
analytic continuation to the whole complex plane, with a possible 
pole at s = 1， a n d has a functional equation. By [K1 1], the 
values of L(s,%) at negative integers are contained in the same 
finite extension of Q as the values of x- Therefore it is possible 
to define a "p-adic abelian L-function’’ from Z -to Q by p-adic 
p p 
interpolation. 
Let C = be a primitive p-th root of unity if p ；^ 2 and ^ = 
？4 be a primitive 4 - t h root of unity if p = 2. Let d = [K(€):K]. 
Denote the abelian extension L(^) of K by L。，define a 
character e of G。 = Gal(L。/K) as follows： If p € G。，choose an 
ideal r € such that p = (r,L^/K) (the Art in symbol of r) and let 
e(p) = wCNr). e is well defined because upon restricting to Q(^), 
if (r,L^/K) = (r\L^/K) then (Nr,Q($)/Q) = (Nr' , Q(^)/Q), this 
implies a>(Nr) = a)(Nr' ). 9 induces a new character on I^, so 9 is a 
ray class character of R. Since (r,K(C)/K)^ = 1 so (Nr’Q(g)/Q)d = 
1 and e(p)d = 1. 
Now, we can prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.3.5(Queen)： Let K be a totally real number field, L an 
abelian extension of K, and % a character of Gal(L/K). Then there 
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exists a unique continuous function L (s, ：^) from T to n , 
P p p 
possibly undefined at s = 1, such that L = L 
P K 
for n € IN. In particular, at any negative integer s=l mod d’ 
= and is defined at s = 1 (p 2) if the 
Dirichlet character induced by % has conductor divisible by p. 
Proof: The second assertion is a special case of the first. 
Since there is a natural map Gal(L^/K)—> Gal(L/K), x can be viewed 
as a character on G。 without changing the induced character on R^ 
or the function First, suppose that x is not real, that 
is, for some embedding cr of L^ into C, xio-'^X^-) = 一 1 . Whether n is 
even or odd, the F-factor in the functional equation of L(s, xe""") 
corresponding to c has a pole at 1-n, and L( 1-n, ； ©^""') is always 
zero. Hence, if x is not real, L (s,%) is unique because the 
p 
negative integers are dense in 1 . 
p 
Now suppose that % is real, so the generalized conductor of z 
contains no infinite primes. Then (a)) = 1 for a € K, a=l mod f； 
and (a)) = (sgn Na)" for such an a and any n € (N. If ( f ) = 
2f)f， f>0, then induces a Dirichlet character modulo f, also 
—O 
denoted by ， in a natural fashion. Moreover, by a theorem of 
Kloosterman-Siegel [Se 1] 
+ € MiF (f), xk) 
X, 1 
if n and k have the same parity. Here T = [K： Q] and the inner 
summation is over pairs (x’a) with a € I, x € x » 0, and 
Tr(x) = n. Writing f = p'^ N with p|N, induces a character of 
(Z/prz)x’ and G。:^e-n) ^ M{r (pr’N)’ 
K 1 
For X real, we first suppose p ^ 2. Given s € 2 , s ^ 0, 
p , 
choose a sequence of positive integers k. approaching s such that 
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L Y 港 中 文 大 學 闽 龙 你 i n n 
(p-1) Ik As i — t h e nonconstant terms of the G^^ (%) uniformly 
K. 
approach a limit, specifically, . 
Tr 圣咖)ma)ki-l — Tr 圣=n咖)。(NcO-l<Na>s-l. 
Therefore, by Theorem 3.3.4, the constant terms 
also approach a limit, call it L (1-s’： )^. Theorem 3.3.3 shows 
p 
L (l-s,%) is a continuous function of s because if v (k(2)-k(”） 
P p i i 
is large, so is 
i 〜 力 - G y i ) ( 力 E k ⑵ 一 H I ) ) ) . 
i i 
Thus it remains to show L (l-n,%) = L( 1-n, for n € IN. By 
p 
choosing k. with (p-l)|k ’ we have 
1 i 
i n 
Since N(yJO ) = (x)^ for x € Z, the character induced by G on 
is 
Hence f. = G^i € 飢厂工（p:’ N), Tk}) ’ 
and applying Theorem 3.3.3 to f^ as i oo gives the desired 
result. 
Finally, suppose % is real and p = 2. Given a nonzero s e Z , 
p 
choose k.—>s, the k. are necessarily even if s € 2Z and are 
1 1 2 
necessarily odd if By the same reasoning as above, the 
constant terms of respectively approach a limit 
^ K 
if s € 2Z ’ respectively s^2Z . Moreover, as above, if this limit 
^ 2 
is denoted by then = L( 1-n, ^ e"""). L^d-n,：;^) 
is continuous on 2Z -{0} and on Z -2Z , so it is continuous on all 
2 2 2 
of Z -{0}. 2 
If the p-conductor part of the induced character is ⑴"Vp) 
then either j ^ 0 or 本 1. Theorem 3.3.3(3) may then be used 
to establish the convergence of L( 1-k^, x), k , — a s above. • 
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§4. P-ADIC L-FUNCTION OVER TOTALLY REAL FIELD 
In this section, we discuss the existence of the p-adic 
L-function over totally real fields (not Just real quadratic). 
This result was first established by P. Deligne and K. Ribet, 
using the theory of p-adic Hilbert modular forms. Indeed, Deligne 
and Ribet proved the existence of the desired p-adic measure, it 
turns out that it implies the existence of the p-adic L-function 
by means of Mel1 in transform (c.f. Chapter 2 §3). 
Later, Cassou-Nogues [Ca-No 1] and Barsky [Ba 1] give 
alternate approaches to the p-adic L-functions over totally real 
fields, based on the explicit formulas of Shintani [Sh 1]. In the 
paper of Cassou-Nogues, Coates, hypotheses H and C(p) are proved 
n 
and then the existence holds. 
Here, we describe the main result of Deligne and Ribet and 
show that it implies H and C(p). Then we state Shintani ’s formula 
n 
and prove that it implies H^ and C(p) as Cassou-Nogues does in 
[Ca-No 1]. By §1, we know p-adic L-function exists. Finally, we 
prove that H^ and C(p) also imply the main result of Deligne and 
Ribet (see [Ri 1])， this gives the link between the two methods. 
Let K be a totally real field. For each integral ideal f of 
K, let Rf be the ray class group of K modulo f. Let K be an 
algebraic closure for K. Class field theory interprets Fy as the 
Galois group of an abelian extension K 产 of K’ and the union uK^ 
一 f 
is the maximum abelian extension K^^ of K in K. 
If G： Fy > C is a complex valued function mod f, we set 
L(s,e) = I e⑴ N j - s’ 
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the sum is taken over prime-to-f integral ideals j and N is the 
norm function and c is viewed as a function on,the set of prime to 
f ideals in the usual way. 
For each a € R^, let 1 ^ be the characteristic function of a 
I M 
on Fy. The L-series L(s, is the partial zeta function of the 
class a modulo f and so for arbitrary c： Py~~> C we have 
L(l-k，e) = 2 L(l~k,1 ^)G(a). 
a€Fy ' 
By theorem 3.1.1 (c.f. [Sie 1])’ L(l-k, 1 is rational, then 
L(l-k,e) lies in the Q_vector space spanned by the numbers G(a) in 
C. It provides the definition of values L(l-k，c) € V for any 
function on R^ with values in a Q-vector space V. 
Let c： Rf > V be given. For a e R^, we write c for the 
T t a 
function ji~> c(aj), the ‘twist，of c by a. For c € G = lun Fy’ we 
write e^ for the twist of e by the image of c in "Fy. Similarly we 
define the twist of e by a prime-to-f integral ideal 6. 
Now let p be a prime number. Let N： G——、~t be the continuous 
p 
character whose value on the image G of a prime-to-fp ideal is its 
norm. 
Let e:Rf >V takes values in a Q^-vector space. For c e G, we 
define 
A^(l-k,e) = L(l-k’e) - Nc^L(l-k,e^) € V 
for k^l. 
If we regard c € py, we have 
A (l-k’e) = Y. L n - k , l ^)e(a) - Nc^ J： L(l-k, 1 (a) 
a€Rf a，t aeR^ &，厂 c 
= E L(l-k,l (a) - Nek L ( l - k ’ l 。 ( a ) 
aeRf ac，t c aeRf a，f c 
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= - Z a (a.c;f)c (a). 
aeRf i-k c 
Let e^, c^, . . . be a sequence of such functions, only finitely 
many of which are non-zero. The main theorem of Deligne and Ribet 
is the following Kummer congruences (c.f.[De-Ri 1]): 
Theorem 3.4.1： Assume that we have 
k-l k P 
for each prime-to-f integral ideal j. Then for all c € G we have 
E A (l-k,c ) € 2 . • 
k ^ l ‘ k p 
Corollary 3.4.la： Hypothesis H is a consequence of 3.4.1. 
n 
Proof: Put c 二 -1 ^ then A (l-k,e) = L(l-k,c) - Nc^L(l-k,G ) = 
叫，T c c 
Nc^Cr(l-k,a) — Cr-(l-k,ac) = S (a,c;f). Now put c = g and c = 0 
T I k - l r k i 
for all i^^k then theorem 3.4. 1 implies 8 (a’c;f) = A (1-k, e ) € 
k - l C k 
2 ， i.e. H h o l d s . • 
p n 
Corollary 3.4.1b: Hypothesis C(p) is also a consequence of theorem 
3.4. 1. 
Proof: Let f be divisible by p^ in^O), and let k^l be given. 
Suppose that 77： F y i s such that t?(j)三 Nj^"^ mod p^ for all j 
€ Fy (the function 17 exists because N mod p^ may be viewed as a 
function on G ). 
n 
P . 
Now, observe that we may replace 1 by' p^l for any n € Z in 
P p 
theorem 3.4. 1. Put c： R , > Z such that c = -1 - where 1 , is 
I P c a，f a, f 
the characteristic function of a. Then put c = -ct] and c = c and 
1 k 
apply theorem 3.4.1 (replacing 1 by )，we have 
p p 
(a,c;f) - (Nac)^"'5 (a’c;f) 
Ic— 1 0 
= A (l-k，e ) + A (0,c ) € p i ， 
L K C I p 
it implies 三 c ； f) mod p。. 
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Since n is arbitrary with f divisible by p", so C(p) holds. • 
Corollary 3.4. Ic： p-adic L-function for totally real field exists. 
Proof: By §1 of this chapter, the result is a consequence of 
Corollary 3.4.1a and 3.4.lb.• 
Now, we go onto the direct proof of H and C(p) by the method 
n 
of Cassou-Nogues based on the formula of Shintani and then show 
that H^ and C(p) also imply the Kummer congruence. For Deligne and 
Ribet,s proof of theorem 3.4.1’ see [De-Re 1], 
We first describe the formula of Shintani ： 
Let [R+ denote the set of positive real numbers and V be a 
real vector space of dimension n. If (v^, . . . , v, ) are i linearly 
independent vectors of V over R, we denote 
C ( V i ， . . . ’ V i ) = { t ^ v ^ + . . . + t^v^： t i’ … ’ ti € [R+} 
We say that v^, … ’ 、 are the generators of the cone 
. . . ， V i ) . 
Suppose that K is a totally real field over (D of degree n. 
For each x € K, we denote x ⑴ ， . . . ， 乂 ⑷ be the images of the real 
embeddings of x. So we can identify K to an (D-subalgebra V of the 
[R-algebra IR^  by the mapping 
X h - ^ ( X ⑴ ， . . . ， x ( n ) ) 
and so we have [R^  = V®^[R. 
Q 
We can show that there exists finite number of cones C (v 
J ji,... ’ 
V. ) such that [R+ = u u uC (v ’ ...，v ) (1) 
jr( j) : + j jl' , jr( j) 
j€J u€E(f) J J J J 
where the union is disjoint, J is some finite index set, E(f)+ is 
the set of totally positive units congruence to 1 mod f v € 0 
ji K 
the ring of integers of K and v . , 0 . 
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So if X is a totally positive element of 0 , then it exists a 
K 
unique u e E(f) +， J € J, (m ,...’m ) € (D^^。），such that 
1 r( j) 
X = U ( m入， + ... + m V ). 
1 J1 r(j) jr(j) 
Given integral ideals a and f with a prime to f, we can suppose 
(by multiplying an suitable integer) that v belongs to the ideal 
ji 
cif for J € J, i = 1, 2，. . . ,r(J). 
For each J, we denote 
r ( j ) 
RU’a) = { X € a: X = 1 mod f, x = J； x^v ^ with x € Q, O^x <1. } 
i = 1 
(2) 
The set R(j,a) is finite. 
Shintani has shown that (c.f. [Sh 1] Theorem 1): 
1 r (j) _ 
C p ( s , a ) = N a ^ 2 Z Z ,, N ( J m v + x)-s, (3) 
‘ j€J x€R(J’a) me[Nr(j) i=i ! ^^ 
Let c be an integral ideal of K, we can consider the function 
C|.(s,a \ c ) = Nci-s—(s,a-ic-i) - which is analytic on 
C and have a decomposition analogous to (3). 
Let 2) be the different of K over Q and tr the trace of K over Q. 
Theorem 3.4.2 ： Let a be an integral ideal of K prime to f’ {v 
ji 
J e J’ i =l’2，...，r(J)} be an finite set of elements of af, 
satisfying (1) and R(j，a) be defined by (2). 
Let c be an integral ideal of K satisfying the following 
conditions 
i) (c,f) = 1； (c.2)) = 1 ‘ 
ii) (c’(Vji)) = 1 for all J € J and all i = 1, . . . ,r( j) (4) 
iii) 0^/c ^ Z/cZ if c is the positive generator of cnZ j 
Then 
- = Na^ I eCtrC/ni^x) )Z(s, L. (5) 
where e(x) = exp(2Trix), 
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V is an generator of of Q, and 
L. ( m ) = x + v m + . . . + v m 
J，x J i 1 j r ( j ) r ( j ) 
with X € R(j’a) and v defined by (1)， 
Z ( s , L . 力 = 2 
j N(L (m))s 
J，X 
… C j r ( j ) = e ( t r ( V j i V ) ) ) . 
Proof: Since v is an generator of of (D, tr(v) = b/a 
with (b,c) = 1. If a € such that tr(av) € Z, write a = d+cc’ 
with d € Z and a’ € c, then dtr(v) e Z. Therefore c divides a and 
a € c. This implies that e(tr(v^.v)) is a primitive c-th root of 1 
for j€ J and all i = 1’...’r(j) and for a e 0 
K 
c-1 C 0 if a茫c 
E e ( t r ( a f i v ) ) = , 
[ Nc=c if ocec 
Let A be the system of representatives of {a € a | a»0 and a 三 1 
mod f} mod E(f) + . 
c - l 
E E e(tr((XMv))N(a)-s = - J] N ( a ) " % (Nc-1) J 
a€A a€A OCEA 
oc€c aec 
= - E Nc 2 N(a)-s. 
a€A a€A 
aec 
Since each integral ideal in the same ray class mod f of a just 
differs by a principle ideal (a)一$ with a € A, so 
= NaS I and = Na^Nc^ I 
a€A 
where the second summation is taken over a system of 
representatives modulo E(f)+ of totally positive elements in ac 
congruent to 1 mod f. Therefore 
c - l 
NaS 2 I e(tr(cx^v))N(a)"^ = - + Nc'"^Cr(s, ). 
fl=l OC€A ‘ ‘ 
It remains to show that the set A may be taken as the set of the 
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r ( j ) 
elements of the form x+ J m v with x € R( j,a) and m € IN. 
i = i i Ji i 
Let a € a with a»0 and a = 1 mod f, it exists unique j € J, q. e Q 
+ r(J) ‘ 
and u € E(f) such that a = u 7 q v • 
i=i i ji 
Write q^ = m^+x^ with m^ € IN, then 
r (J) r (j ) r (j) 
a = ii( 2 m^v + I X V ) = u( 2 m v + x). 
i=l ( ‘ i=l J i=l ^ Ji 
r ( j ) 
Since a € a, J] m^v € a, then x € a, in addition a = 1 mod f, 
r(j) 
E € f therefore x=l mod f. This proves that x € R(J,a). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. • 
We now study 
Z(s,L,?) = Y. 
meirf N(L(m))s 
where L(m) = (x +m )v + ... + (x +m )v， 
1 1 1 r r r 
X , ... , X are rational numbers <1, ...，0<x <1 
I f 1 r 
and v ^ , … ， V are totally positive elements of K 
m m 
and C 二 ...g r with ^ ..., ^ being the roots of unity 
丄 r 1 r ^ 
different from 1. 
Shintani have proved the following theorem [Sh 1]: 
Theorem 3.4.3: The function Z(s,L,^) is defined for Re(s)>r/n by 
Z(s,L,C) = J . 
mefhT N(L(m))s 
It extends to the whole complex plane to a meromorphic function 
such that at the negative integers and zero, it has the following 
expression 
Z(-k,L，专）=(-:L)nk(k+l)-n G Bk+1(L’G ⑴/ n (6) 
i =1 
Where [(k+1)! ] (L, ^ ^  ^  is the coefficient of 
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u ( 、 . . . . . in the expansion of Laurent series of the 
f u n c t i o n . 
r exp{u(l-Xj)Mj(t)} I 
Hi e x p { u M . ( t ) } - ？ t 
J - 1 J 1 
where M (t) = v(/)t + v(2)t +•••+ v(n)t .• 
J J 1 j 2 j n � 
We need the following lemma： 
L e m m a 3.4.4: Let P be a polynomial in r variables. T h e n the formal 
power series R(P)(T) = J] P(n)T'' is the rational function whose 
nelNT 
Laurent expansion is 
A 
k 
R(P)(T) 二 Y. 
keirT (l-T)k 
k^iO, . .，0) 
k Ic 
where (1-T)^ = (1-T ) \ . . (1-T )"" 
1 r 
kp「k 1 fk ‘ 
= 2 E 1 i i [ . . . ] / [ P ( - V . . .，- i ) (7) 
1 = 0 1 = 0 1 r P 
1 r ^ “‘ ^ •‘ 
1 -1 fk -r 
r^ ^ f ( 一 1 ) i / 1 if k and 1 >1 
^ r i j 1「1 i i 
where -(, I = J L J ll,「 1 1 if k =0 
1J i 
〔0 if k and 1 =0 
i i 
^k = 0 if k , . . • + k^>degP + r. 
Proof： We need to show that 
入k 
E P(n)T^ = 2 
neIN'' ^ ke^r (1-T)^ 
0, . . ,0) 
where 入� are given by (7). We can first remark that both sides are 
linear by returning to the polynomial P. It suffices to prove the 
a a 
formula for P(y) = y \ 广. 
1 r 
a a n n a n a n 
But 1...T/ = ( E n iT i)...( 2 n 、 
nelN"^  r n €[N 1 1 n eW 广广 
1 r 
B y induction over a, we can show that 
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00 X 
Z n V = E ^ ^ 
neIN k = i (1 -T ) 
k _ i -
where \ = I (二 J ) ( - 1 ) 、 ] , . 
1 = 1 
Taking r-th power in both sides, we obtain (7). • 
We are ready to show the hypothesis H ： 
n 
Theorem 3.4.5: Let c be an integral ideal of K satisfying the 
hypothesis ⑷ . I f p is a prime number not divisible by Nc, then 
一 1 一 1 
5 (a ，c ；f) is p-integral, i.e. in Z . 
n p 
Proof： By definition of Cj-(-n> c), we have 
5 (a"\c"';f) = Cr(-n’a-i’c)/Ncn+i, 
n 7 
SO it suffices to show that a"\ c) is p-integral for all 
According to (5), 
c-l 
Cr(-n,a" ’ c) 二 Na—n j J e(tr(/ii^x) )Z(-n, L 
’ fi=i L -j’x j 
, J，X 
and Z(-n,L. ) = R(N(L 广 ） （ € ’...’ ^  ) 
J，x 、j j’x 、jl’ ^jr(j) 
(for more rigorous argument of this expression, see [ Ca-No 1] 
theorem 13) where ^ = e(tr(v v)) and R(N(L )n)(T,...’T) is 
Ji ji j,x 1 r 
the rational function 
R(N(L. . . . ’T ) = I N(L (m))nTm. 
入（n) 
k 
Then R(N(L 广）（T ’ . . .，T ) = V 
j’x 1 r 翻 r k 
k类（0 , . . ,0) 
kl ^rfk 1 fk "1 
With A (n) = I I： H ^ i y .」 / [ N ( L (-l))n 
1 =0 1 =0 1 丄 r •"，X 
1 r ^ 、•^ 
where - ^  • is defined in the last lemma, 
i 
Since L. (-1) € a, N(L (-1))/N(a) e Z. 
J j , X 
Since p is not divisible by Nc and that the # are the c-th roots 
j i 
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of 1, then | l -《 | p = 1- Then 
N a 、 m L j ’ , ) 《 i , . . . , ‘。) ) -
is p-integral and the theorem is proved.• 
Corollary 3.4.6: For all e: R . > Z and k2:l, we have A (l-k,e) € 
t P. c 
Z for all c € G= K). 、 p 
Proof: We view c as an integral ideal in a ray class in Fy， then , 
A (l-k’e) = - y 5 (a’c;f)eja) e 1 . u 
C l - k C p 
a€Fy 
Now, we go on to show the hypothesis C(p)： 
Theorem 3.4.7: Let p be a prime number. Let f be an integral ideal 
of K divisible by all the primes of K lying above p. Let a be an 
integral ideal prime to f, c an integral ideal satisfying the 
properties (4). Then for all integer m^O, we have 
6 (a"\c"\f) = (Nac)'"'6 (a"\c"\f) mod w (M^)Z 
m 0 m t P 
where M^ is the fields of ray classes f. 
Proof: Since 8 (a"\c'\f)=《〔(-n’ a ] , (：)/1^严 
n I 
We need to show that: 
= mod w (M^)Z . 
t c _ 1卞 m T P 
As Cr(-m,a"\c) = Na""" Y. E e( tr(fii;x) )Z(-m, L. ’ C . 
‘ /i=i L J’x J 
J , X 
It suffices to show that 
Z(-m,L ，力=Z(0,L 力 mod w (?). 
j ,X j j ,x j m J p 
入（m) 
k 
Now Z(-m,L e^) = 2 -
k实（0，. .，0) 、 
A (0) 
k 
and Z(0,L^ 力 = E ^ 
j，x J (1-汁 
. . ,0) 、 
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ki kp「k fk "1 
where A (m) = ^ E L"" (-1)广’ 
k 1 丄 _)，x 
1 = 0 1 = 0 1 r 
1 P v> -
Now since L ( 一 1 ) = 1 mod f, and the set of ideals satisfying (4) 
j，X 
is dense, according to lemma 3.1.3. 
N(L (-l))m 三 N(L (-l))°mod w (M^)Z . • 
j，x j，x m t P 
Corollary 3.4.8： Let f be divisible by p^^Cn^O), and let k^l be „ 
given. Suppose that t): R^——> 1 is such that 刀 = p ^ ， the 
t p 
two functions being considered as functions on the space of 
prime-to-f integral ideals. Then for all e： Rr——> 1 we have 
I p 
A (1-k, c) = A (0, eT}) mod p。. 
c c 
Proof: Similar to the argument of Corollary 3.4.6.• 
Suppose now that M is a finite real abel ian extension of K 
and let % be a character of dimension 1 of G(M|K) with values in 
C. By substituting M by the invariant field of the kernel of we 
can suppose that the kernel of % is trivial。 By the argument of 
§1, we have: 
Theorem 3.4.9： There exists a function L (s,%) defined in Z such 
p p 
that for all positive integer m, m^l 
L (1-m, %) = L( 1-m, xG""") . • 
p 
Remark: In fact, we can show the following explicit formula for 
L (s,%)： p 
L p ( s，力 = ( ; t ( c ) ( N c / : ( c )广、1) 2 % e - ( a - ) ( N a / e ( a ) f 
c - l 
E E ( s ， L . 力 
L X P J,x 
where a runs through a system of integral representatives of the 
ray classes mod q where q = (f’（p)) and Z (s, L, is the p-adic 
p 
analogue of Z ( s , L , . • 
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At the beginning of this section, we have shown that the 
Kummer Congruence implies H and C(p) and hence the existence of 
n -
p-adic L-function. However, we have proved the validity of H^ and 
C(p) by the method of Cassou-Nogues. Now, we are in a position to 
link these two results together, i.e. the equivalence between the 
Kummer Congruence and the two hypothesis H and G(p). The 
n 
following result is due to Ribet： 
Theorem 3.4.10: Hypotheses H and C(p) imply Theorem 3.4.1. 
n 
Let f Qf be two conductors and d be a divisor of f which is prime 
to f. Then f divides the quotient f d ~ \ so that there is a 
canonical map R^-, > G广 We write e* for the composite of this 
t d 方 d 
canonical map with the twist c of c by d. 
d 
Lemma 3.4.11： For k^l, we have 
L(l-k,e) 二 2 Ul-k’e:)Ndk-i 
where the sum runs over those divisors d of f which are prime to 
f. 
—S 
Proof： We just need to consider the sum J c(x)Nx •• 
( x , f ) = l 
In particular, when f and f， have the same prime factors, 
then the sum has only one term, corresponding to d = 1, and the 
identity states that L(1-k,c) has the same values when we regard e 
as a function modulo f’ as when we regard it as a function modulo 
f-
Proof of theorem 3.4.10: In fact, we will use Corollary 3.4.6 and 
3.4.8 instead of H and C(p). 
n 
We consider the theorem in two cases. Firstly, let f be divisible 
by all primes dividing p. So for n^iO we may replace f by fp^ in 
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theorem 3.4.1 and replace 〜 b y their composites with the map 
Gfpn > G^. By lemma 3.4. 11, the replacement does not change the 
assumptions and conclusion of theorem 3.4.1. 
Choose n so that all c take values in . For each k>l, let t) 
k p k 
be such that tj = N^'^mod p^. The function c = T c v is 1 -valued 
k k k p 
according to the assumptions of theorem 3.4.1. Hence by Corollary 
3.4.6, we have A )三 A (l-k,e ) mod Z for each k. Since 
C k k C k p 
A (0，e) = J] A (0, c 77 )’ we establish the conclusion of theorem 
c C k k 
3.4.1 for this special case. 
Now assume f to be not divisible by all primes over p. Each class 
in Fy is represented by ideals whose norms are arbitrarily highly 
divisible by p， so the assumptions of theorem 3.4.1 implies that 
e takes values in Z . If all e are Z -valued, then the 
1 P k p 
conclusion of theorem 3.4.1 is a consequence of Corollary 3.4.6. 
Inductively, we have that c takes values in . 
k p 
Let f’ = fp, and decompose each value L( 1-k, e ) as in lemma 
k 
3.4.11. The quantity to be proved to be integral in theorem 3.4.1 
then breaks up into a sum of quantities J] A (1-k, e* one 
J C k , d a 
for each divisor d of f， which is prime to f. 
Fix d, and for each k set a = c* the problem is then to 
k k , d 
obtain the conclusion of theorem 3.4.1 with the e replaced by the 
Ic 
〜. F o r each x prime to f we have 
E a = I； c (dx)N(dx)d-i’ 
k k 
k k 
SO that the assumption of theorem 3.4.1 for the a is just a 
Ic 
special case of the same assumption for the c^. If d = 1， then f = 
fp is divisible by all primes over p, so we obtain the conclusion 
of theorem 3.4.1 for the a^. If d宾1， then clearly Nd is divisible 
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CHAPTER 4： GAMMA TRANSFORM AND P-ADIC L-FUNCTION 
§1. FOURIER TRANSFORM AND F-TRANSFORM 
In this section, we shall study the Fourier transform and the 
r-transform. The study of Fourier transform gives a correspondence 
between the Iwasawa algebra (i.e. the algebra of power series) and 
the convolution algebra of measures. We shall follow [La 2] for 
the correspondence between measures and power series with the 
notations following Sinnott's paper (c.f.[Si 1] and [Si 2]). 
Recall that the Iwasawa algebra is the following projective 
limit which is isomorphic to 0[ [X] ] where 0 is the ring of 
integers in a p-adic field 
n 
(lim。[X]/((l+X)P -1) s 0[[X]] 
n n 
and C?[X]/((1+X)P -1) = m T ] / ( T P -1) where T = 1+X. 
Recall also that a measure fi can be viewed as a family 
{ 〜 ： 2 / p 、 ~ ~ n > 0 } (for details, see §3 of chapter 2). The space 
of C?-valued measures on Z will be denoted by M(I , 0). 
p p 
n n 
Let T = 1+X and r = T mod (T^ -1) with / = i i e 
n "" ^ 
-1). Then a can be viewed as an element of 0[r ]， 
H n ‘ 
i . e . 
, n n 
P P - 1 P - 1 n 
Z a ( r ) 万 = I a (r) J： C mod (T^ -1) 
_ ^ n jiC 
r =0 r =0 k = 0 
n n 
P -1 P -1 n 
= E ( E an(r)(|^))(T-l)k mod (tP -1) 
k=0 r=0 
= P (T). 
n 
The canonical homomorphism ^Z/p"^ maps P (T) to 
n+1 
P J T ) and we let P(T) = 1 imP [T-1 ] ]. We call P〔T) the power 
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series associated with a and also denote it by a. Thus 
A: MUp，G) ~ > 0[[X]] is a n 0-linear m a p . . 
Conversely, any f€C?[ [X] ] defines a compatible system of 
elements in the group algebra (^ [^ r ]’ so - is bijective. For a with 
n 
A 
a = f, we write a = a . 
f 
Proposition 4. 1. 1： Let f(T) = J] c^(T-l [T-1 ] ]. T h e n、 
Z 
p 
Proof： Let a = a , 
f n 
〜 = i i i ^ Cn’k = iiS 、(r)(；；) = J O d a ( x ) . • 
r = 0 Z 
P 
Proposition 4.1.2: The power series a is the unique power series f 
such that for z in the maximal ideal of 0, we have 
S z^da(x) = a(z+l). 
Z 
p 
Proof： We have 
00 
S Z^da (x) = S Z 0 ( z - l ) d a (x). 
1 Z k=0 k f 
P P 
Interchange the sum and the integral and then apply Theorem 2.1. 
八 
We see that a has the desired property. Since any power series is 
determined by its values, the uniqueness is obvious. • 
Remark： If R is a ring which is p-adically complete and separated, 
i.e. R^(limR/pnR. It is also known that (c.f. [Ka 6] ) the map 
gives an R-algebra isomorphism between Mil , R) and the power 
series ring R[[T-1]].• 
Definition: For any oceMil ’ R)’ we define the Fourier transform a 
p 
of a by the integral formula 
CO 
a(T) = S T^'daCx) = E CT ('')da(x))(T-l 
1 k=0 Z k 
P P 
Example 1: Let 6 be the Dirac measure of mass 1 supported at 
C 
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c€2 ， that is p 
J^  (pd8 = 0(c). . 
I c p 
CO 
Then S (T) = E C)(T-1 严=(1+(T-1) )。= T。. • 
C K 
k = 0 
Example 2: If ceZ^, define a new measure aoc by defining a o c ( x ) = 
a(cx) for compact open XSZ . Then 
p 
众C(tC) = S tCXC1O:oc(X) 
Z 
p 
==S T da(x) since cZ = 2 
Z P P 
p 
= i ( T ) , 
where in the integrals we write da(cx) instead of daoc(x). • 
If X is any compact open subset of Z , let a denote the 
p X 
measure on Z^ obtained by restricting a to X and extending by 0 to 
Z \X. We write J\..da(x) instead of 丁 ... dcc (x). If ceZ^, we have 
X Z X p 
p 
the relation (a| )oc = (aoc) • If a d ) is a rational function of 
A cx 
T’ then 介 ( T ) (Fourier transform of a ) is also a rational 
入 X 
function of T. 
Recall from section 3 of chapter 2, the Mellin transform is 
M (s) = J <x>s-idcx(x). 
a r p 
Here, we study the r-transform in which the Mellin transform is a 
special case (see [La 2]). The r-transform is defined as 
r ( s ) =丄 <x>^da(x). 
a f p 
Let a be a given measure and a be its Fourier transform. We 
define a power series h(T) such that TD^h(T) = i where D^ is the 
derivative with respect to T. Define 
g(T) = h(T) - h(CT-l). 
《P=l 
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Thus, we have 厂^ = M ^ where a is the measure corresponding to g. 
g g 
I^et e be an odd primitive Dirichlet character such that the 
conductor of 6 is not divisible by p^ or 8 if p = 2. Let c>l be an 
integer prime to p and the conductor, of e’ we defined the function 
e: Z " " ^ by e(a) = e(a) if cja 
= e ( a ) ( l - c ) if c|a. 
If f is any multiple of the minimal period of e, we define the 
power series F by 
f 
F(T) = F (T) = J： c ( a ) T V ( l - T ^ ) € 0[[T-1]]. 
a = l 
Let a be the corresponding measure of F. From section 3 of Chapter 
2, we have 
Proposition 4.1.3: T (s) = (l-e(c)c<c>®)L (一s，0w). • 
a p 
By section 4 of chapter 2, we have r^(s) = G(u^) where u is 
the 0(1) with the isomorphism (p： Z >l+p2 . 
p p 
We end this section with the following lemma, which tells us 
when the Fourier transform of a is a rational function. The 
A 
lemma will be used later. 
Lemma 4.1.4: Let oceMil , 0) and A is a compact open subset of Z . 
P p 
八 
Suppose a(T) is a rational function of T. Then the same is true of 
a . 
A 
If A = the Fourier transform of a|乏x is a(T) - ~ jyf = i(《T). 
p P 
Proof: Let f(x) be the characteristic function of A (i.e. f(x) = 1 
or 0 according to xeA or not). Write f(x) as a finite linear 
combination of characters of Z ： 
p 
f(x) = X! where a^eQ and are p一power roots of 
i 
unity in C . Then the Fourier transform of a is 
P A 
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S T^'dal (X) = s TXf(x)dcx(x) 
P p 
= Z a.J T X《> ( X ) 
i i p 
= E a ^ a ( C J ) . 
The last form is a rational function in T if a is. 
X 1 ,/ 
If A = Zp’ f(x) = 1 - - J] and the second part of the lemma 
follows. • 
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§2. THE u-INVARIANT OF THE 厂一TRANSFORM 
We now introduce what are called Iwasawa' s invariants 
(c.f.[Iw 2]) and then see how to compute one of these invariants, 
the /i-invariant (c.f. [Si 1]). For any prime p, let Q be the 
00 
Z -extension of Q. Let k be any number field, and let K = k(D , we ‘ 
P 00 
call K the basic 2^-extension of k. For each integer n>0, there is 
a unique extension k^ of k in K of degree p^ over k. Let k be a 
CM-field, we denote k+ to be the maximal real subfield of k . Let 
n n 
h and h+ be the class numbers of k and k+ respectively. Then we 
D n n n 
denote the relative class number of k by h~, i.e. h~ = h /h+. 
n n n n n 
Iwasawa has shown (c.f. [Iw 2]) that there are invariant integers 
M-0, and v such that 
e = ord (h ) = fip^ + 入n + u, 
n p n -
for n sufficiently large. Iwasawa also conjectured that is 
always zero. 
Similarly, we also have (c.f.[Wa 1]) 
e 二 o r d (h一）= jix'p'^  + A n + i; 
n p n 
for n sufficiently large. The proof of the above formula may be 
found in [Wa 1] or [La 1,2]. Also, we have the following 
proposit ion. 
Proposition 4.2.1: Suppose k is a CM-field with 《 € k and k k is a 
p CO 
cyclotomic Z -extension. Then p 
fi = 0 o /i = 0. • 
The proof may be found in [Wa 1](see [Wa 1] p.286). 
Now, we begin to define the /ii-invariant of some power series. 
Let F(T) = 2 &。(丁-1广€饥[1-1]]，we define the fi-invariant of F as 
n^O 
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jii(F(T)) = min{ord a ： n>0} 
n 
and the 入-invariant of F as 
A(F(T) = min{i>0： ord a^ = /i(F(T))}. 
Clearly fi(fg) = /Li(f) + |Li(g) and X(fg) = A(f) + A(g), f, g g 
0[[T]]\{0}. Put H(T) = l-e(c)cT. The relationships between 
fx(F(T)), A(F(T)) and iT,入一 respectively are given by the •‘ 
following proposition. 
Proposition 4.2.2: fi~ = fi(g(T,e)) - d ord (2) 
p 
and 入一 = A ( g ( T , e ) ) + 5, 6 = 0 or 1 
where g(T,e) = )/H(T"^) with L (s,ew) = G(u"®)/H(u"^). • 
p 
(For a proof of this result’ see [Si 5], p.13). 
From Proposition 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, in order to prove jLi = 0 it 
suffices to show that /i(g(T, e)) = 0. 
Now, we turn to prove Sinnott's independence result (c.f.[Si 
1] §3), the result will be used in next section to show that the 
radius of convergence of G (T) is exactly equal to 1 [Si 2]. The 
result may also imply the theorem of Ferrero and Washington [Si 1] 
conjectured by Iwasawa. The main result here is showing how to 
compute the /i-invariant of 厂-transform. 
Definition: Let Y, Z € k ( X ,…， X ) x， Y, Z are said to be 
1 n 
multiplicatively independent if Y^ = Z^ only if a = b = 0. 
We first prove the following proposition due to Sinnott. 
Proposition 4.2.3: Let k be a field, and X， X , . . .， X ’ Z be 
1 2 n 
independent indeterminates over k, and let Y , Y ,…， Y be 
1 2 m 
nontrivial elements of the group M = X^ generated by X X 
X in k(X ..’X ) . Suppose that Y ’ . . . ， Y are pairwise 
n 1 n 1 m 广 
multiplicatively independent, then a relation of the form 
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r (Y ) +.••+ r (Y ) = 0 with r (Z)€k(Z) 
1 1 m m j 
implies r (Z)€k, j = 1, . . .,m. 
J 
Proof: If the proposition is true for some extension K of k, then 
r^(Z)€k(Z)cK(Z) implies r^(Z)€K and then KnkCZ), i.e. it is true 
X 、"“ 
also for k. So we may assume that k contains an element t of 
infinite order. 
Suppose that for some choice Y , . . . , Y of pairwise 
1 m 
multiplicatively independent elements of M, there is a relation 
m 
E r (Y ) = 0’ 
j = i 
with r^(Z),...,r^(Z)€k(Z) not all constants. By choosing m as 
small as possible, we may suppose r (Z) to be non-constant for i 
j 
and Write Y = |] X二i’」)’ a(i, j)€2. 
i i 
Since Y^ and Y^ are multiplicatively independent, there exists 
integers b(l),..., b(n) such that 
E a(i, l)b(i) = 0 but X； a(i,2)b(i)本 0. 
i i 
Let cr be the automorphism of k(X X )/k sending X to X t ^⑴ 
I n i i 
for i = 1 n. Then Y ^ = 丫」1:〜）for j = l’...，m and some 
c(J)€Z; then c(l) = J]a(i, l)b(i) = 0 and c(2) = [a( i, 2)b( i 
m m m 
E (r (Y )-r (Y t。⑶））=J： r.(Y.) - o< E r.(Y )) = 0 
j=2 -‘ j=l J J 2=1 ^ 
With r.(Z) - rj(ZtC(j))€k(Z)， j = 2,...,m. 
Let r (Z) = y； d Z"" with some d 实0, n^l. r (Z) - r ( Z t C ( 2 ) ) = 
2 nto n n 2 2 
J： d (l-tnc(2))zn is not Constant, otherwise d = 0 
implies = i for d ； t h i s contradicts the fact that t has 
n 
infinite order. But then we obtain a shorter relation for r， 
j 
which contradicts the choice of m. • 
Let F be the residue field of 0 and F[[T-1]] be the field of 
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Laurent series in T-1 over F. To each aeZ , we associate a 
p 
character x i ~ >严 of Z with values in F [ [ T - 1 ]广， a n d we see that 
p 
different values of a give different characters. 
Lemma 4.2.4: Let a(1), . •.,a(n)eZ be linearly independent over Q. 
p 
Then T^ ⑴’…，丁己⑷ are algebraically independent in F[ [T-1 ]]. 
P r o o f： L e t T b 丁^⑴及⑴ + ...+d(n)a(n) = 0 ’ b 
D ‘ D 
D 
where D runs over n-tuples (d(1),...，d(n)) of non-negative 
integers, and b^ = 0 for almost all D. For any xel, the unique 
field endomorphism of F[[T-1]] sending T to 丁父 implies 
L b^T = 0 for any xel. 
D , 
Since by hypothesis, d(1)a(1) + ...+d(n)a(n) are all distinct, so b 
D 
= 0 for all D. • 
Now we are ready to prove the result on independence. 
Proposition 4.2.5: Let r (T),...’r (T) be rational functions of T 
1 s 





i = 1 
Then, for each aeZ , we have 
s P 
E ri(TC(i))€F. 
i = 1 ^ x 
c ( i ) / a € Q 
Proof: Let ASZ^ be the additive subgroup generated by c ( l ) ， . . . ， 
c(s)， and let a(l),..., a(n) be a basis for A over 1. Break up 
{c〔1)，...，c(s)} into equivalent classes under the equivalent 
relation ~ defined by： x~y if and only if x/yeQ^. Let m be the 
number of classes. For each class, choose an element d eA such 
j 
that each element of the J-th equivalent class is an integral 
multiple of d」. T h u s each c(k) is equivalent under ~ to exactly 
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one dj. Put Xi = Ta(i), i = 1，. . .，n; 
Yj = Td(j)’ J = 
By the lemma, X^, . . . , X^ are algebraically independent. It is 
clear that Y ,...,Y are nontrivial monomials in X ,...’X and are 
1 m I n 
pairwise multiplicatively independent. By our choice of 〜，...， 
d ’ for each J = 1,. . . ’ m 
m 
E r ( T。⑴） = s (Y ) 
l^l<3 j j 
c (iT~dTj) 
for some rational function s」⑵€F[Z]. Applying Proposition 4.2.1， 
we conclude that each s^(Z) is constant. • 
Corollary 4.2.6： Suppose that for each -qeii (or u if p = 
p - 1 2 
2). Given a rational function r^(T) in F[[T-1]], we have 
E rjT”）= 0 
rj 
p - 1 
and r (Z) + r (Z'^jeF for each -neu . 
V - T j p - 1 
Proof: Put s = p-1 and c ....,c be the elements in u . • 
1 s p - 1 
Recall that, for a power series F(T) = ^ a (T- 1广 in 0[ [T-1] ], its 
� n ‘ 
n^O 
fi-invariant is defined by 
/i(F(T)) = min{ord a ： n^O}. 
n 
By we mean, /i(G(T)) with G(T)€C>[ [T-1 ] ] satisfying. G(u^) 
= a n d by ^i(a) we mean /Li(a(T)). Then we have the following 
Sinnott's theorem (c.f.[Si 1]) which shows how to compute the 
jLi-invariant of the T-transform of a rational function. 
Theorem 4.2.6(Sinnott): If the power series associated to a is a 
rational function of T, then 
= /i(oc.+a 〜(-1))’ 
来 
where a = a ^x is the measure on Z obtained by restricting a to 
p P 
Zp and extending by zero. 
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X * 
Proof: We first suppose that a is supported on Z^, i.e. a = a , 
and a is not divisible by n in Mil ,0). Under these assumptions, 
p 
/i(a*+a*o(-l)) = ^i(2a) = /i(2), 
which is 0 or 1 according to p>2 or not. 
As before, let G(T) = S 丁乂己3(11乂），玲=I； ocot) (where V = fi or /i^  
Z 7)€V P 
P 
as p is odd or not) 
For p>2, we need to show that |i(r^(s)) = /i(G(T)) = 0. 
Suppose on the contrary that /i(G(T))类0 or G(T)€7rC?[ [T-1] ]. Since 
G(T) is the Fourier transform of (B with U = l+2pZ (under Z -U), 
u P p 
so = E oco-n]^  = I cx| OT) euMil ,0). 
7) T) 
Let F (T) be the Fourier transform of a . By the lemma of 
7) W 
section 1， F (T) is a rational function of T. Therefore 
y F ( T ^ ) € 7 r � [ [ t - l ] ] . 
V 
T7€V 
By Corollary 4.2.6, there exists a c^eO such that 
F (T) + F (T—i)三 c mod nO[ [T-1] ] for each 7?€V. 
7) -V V 
In terms of measures, we have 
a + a o(-l) = c 6 mod nM(I , 0) 
VU -T7U V 0 p 
where 6 denotes the Dirac measure at 0. The left-hand side of the 
0 
above congruent is (a+ao(-l)) = 2a which is supported on 
7}U, whereas c 6 is supported on {〇}. So we must have c 三〇 mod n 
‘ n 0 刀 
and then 2a enM{I ,0). 
W p 
Summing over 7)€V, 2a|^x = 2a € nM[Z ’ 0), which is contrary to our 
p 
hypothesis on a. 
For p = 2’ 曰 = a + a o ( - l ) = 2a, so G(T) € 20[[T-1]] and we need to 
show that ^ ( T ) 芝 0 mod n. But ^ ( T ) = 0 mod n implies e 
nMil , 0), and so p 
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a o( — 1) = ao( —1) = (X e uMil ,0) 
u -u -u p 
a = a ^x = a +a € nMil , 0) 
Z u -u p 
2 
which is also contrary to our hypothesis on a. 
We have established the theorem for the case that a is supported 
on 亡 and is even and that a in not divisible by ti in W(Z ’C?). 
p P 
I 
For a which is exactly divisible by n^, we may replace a by "na, 
then both invariants in the theorem decrease by n ord(7r). 
For arbitrary a, if a corresponds to a rational function of T, 
then r = a*+a*o(-i) also corresponds to a rational function of T 
which is supported on 亡 and is even. Moreover 
p 
r (s) = 2r (s) and 
If a 
= = 2(a*+a 。（一 1 ) ) . 
Hence the theorem holds for any a in which a is a rational 
function of T. • 
As an application of Sinnott's theorem, we give the third 
proof of the theorem of Ferrero and Washington. 
Recall that r (s) = G(u^) and put H(T) = l-e(c)cT^ with teZ such 
a P 
that u^ = <c>. Then L (s,ea)) = G(u"^)/H(u"^). Let g ( T , G ) = 
p 
G(T-i)/H(T-i). We have 
Theorem 4. 2. 7(Ferrero and Washington): /i(g(T, 6)) = 0 . 
Proof： Since G(T) and G(T~^) have the same /i-invariant and /i(H(T)) 
= 0 . We have fi(g(T,e))= “ ⑴ ⑴ ） 
=/i(r (s)). 
^ a 
So, by Theorem 4.2.6， we have 
|:i(g(T,e)) = fi(a*+tt*°(-l)). 
Let F(T) = F (T) = X； e ( a ) T V ( l - T ) with f being the minimal period 
^ a = l 
of the even periodic function c. Since c(-a) = -e(a) and then 
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ao(-l) = a, we have F(T"^) = F(T). Thus 
a*+a*o (-1) = a+ao (-1) = 2 (xj^x . 
p P 
So |Li(|g(T,e)) = ii(a*). 
It suffices to show that ex*去0 mod nMil ,0). Let F (T) be the power 
• p 
* 
series associated with a , we have 
F*(T) = F(T) - - E F ( C n , 
P 二 
we may also suppose that f is chosen to be divisible by p. It is 
来 f € 
immediate that F (T) = J] c ( a ) T V ( l - T ) 
pja 
which is clearly not zero mod nO[ [T-1] ], since it is easy to see 
that the linear term of ( 1 - / ) F * ( T ) is e(l)T^ = T. So that we have 
/i(a*) = 0. • 
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§3. RADIUS OF CONVERGENCE 
Let u be a topological generator of the group l+2pZ of units 
p 
of Zp. Let 0 be the ring of integers of a finite extension K of 
Q • The p-adic L-function L (s, %) can be written in the form 
P p 
L (s,%) = 2G (u^)/H (u”， 、 
P 义 尤 
where G (T) is an element of 0[[T-1]], and 
‘T-%(u)u if X is of the second kind 
H (T) = J 
L 1 otherwise. 
In this section, we discuss the radius of convergence of 
L (s,%), or equivalently the radius of convergence of G . 
In [Mo 1 ]， Y . Morita showed that L (s, x) cannot be continued 
p 
outside the disk of convergence of i/. Here, we focus on the disk 
around 1. We will follow Sinnott [Si 2] to show that G (T) cannot 
X 
be continued analytically beyond the open unit disk around 1. 
Let Cp denote the completion of an algebraic closure of K, 
and D = {xeC ： x-1 <1} the open unit disk around 1. Let R be a p 
ring which is p-adically complete and separated, i.e. 
R = R/pDR. 
There is a natural ring homomorphism Z ——>R, which makes R 
p 
into a Z -algebra. Let oceMil ’ R) and suppose that a is even. Let U 
P p 
= l + 2 p Z . Define p 
= Z (1). 
p - 1 
T) mod 土 1 
We define G (T) = S €R[[T-1]]. 
a，u 2 
p 
Follow Sinnott [Si 2], we state some properties of G as 
a;u 
the following lemma. 
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Lemma 4.3. 1： i) If ceZ^, and if a = 5 +6 , then G ( T ) = 
p c -c a , u 
T ogu<c>, where log (. ) = log(. )/log(u) with- log denoting the 
p-adic logarithm. 
ii) Let a be even, and define a = oc ^ x. Then G * (T) = G (T). 
2 a ,u a , u 
P � 
iii) Let a, a' be even, define |3 and 玲 ’ in terms of a and cx, 
respectively by (1), then G (T) = G , (T) if and only if 8 = 
a’ii a ,u 
玲 ’ . 
iv) Let a be even, and let zeZ and put a’ = ao(u~^). Then 
p 
G , (T) = T^G (T). 
oc ,u a , u 
V) If R， is another p-adically complete and separated ring, and if 
f: R—>R' is a ring ho mo mo rph ism, then f induces homomorphism 
m Z p’R ) — m Z p . R’） a n d R [ [ T - 1 ] ] [ [ T - 1 ] ] ； and that = f ^ and 
G = fG . • 
fa,u a,u 
Let H =〜一i U、 q X’ i.e. the intersection of Q^ - with the group 
generated by fj. and u. 
p-i 
Lemma 4.3.2: There is a unique rational number r = r such that 
u 
H = {±}r乏；we define G = 6 efi and e = e eZ by r = eu®. 
U p-1 u 
Proof: First suppose that no power of u is rational except = 1； 
then it is easy to see that H = {±U. So the lemma holds with r = 
1’ e = 1, and e = 0. 
If some non-zero power of u is rational, let e be the least 
positive integer such that u^efi Q^. Let u® = e一V for suitable 
p-1 
OeiJL and reQ^, then r = Gu®. 
p-1 
Assume r>l (otherwise replace r by and then e by -e and e by 
e 1). Let X be any element of H; then x = -Qu^eQ^, so i/ = 
—1 X —f/e X 
V Q and thus e f. So xr nQ = {±} and therefore H 
p-1 p-1 
, . Z 
="(±}r as desired. The uniqueness is clear. • 
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Let F be a finite field of characteristic p and let q denote 
the number of elements in F. _ 
Theorem 4.3.3: Let aeMil ，F) is even and supported on 亡.Suppose 
p P 
that a(T) is a rational function of T in F[ [T-1] ]. Let u be any 
topological generator of U = l+2pZ . Then G(T) = G (T)eF[[T-l]] ’ 
p a , u 
is not a rational function unless one of the following conditions' 
ho 1 ds ： 
i) a(T) = a(T+T-i), for some aeF, 
n i _ i 
ii) r = 〜 i s an integer >1 and a(T) = J] a (丁广 ), for some 
i = 0 
n^O and a ^ ， a , . . , a in F. 
0 1 n 
Furthermore, in (i), we have G(T) = a, while in case (ii), G(T) 
n 
= X ! a.T e, where e = e defined in lemma 2. 
, « 1 n 
i = 0 
Proof: Let G(T) be a rational function of T in F[[T-1]]. Since the 
N 
element in some extension field of F is a root of T^ -T for some 
Ns:l, so every pole of G(T) as a rational function is a root of 
N 
T -T for some Ntl. Therefore the denominator of G(T) will divide 
N M N+M M 
(Tq -T)q = Tq -tQ in F[T] for sufficiently large M. It follows 
N+M M m 
that (Tq -Tq )G(T) = E b.T^ for some m-0 and b , . . . , b in F. 
i = o 1 0 m 
We may choose N and M (large enough) so that u"^  Q _ 。 i s rational 
and positive. Applying lemma 4.3.l(i), (iii) and (iv), we have 
N+M M m 
/3ou一q — / 3 o u _ q = y b 6 i . 
i u 
i = 0 
Applying the Fourier transform, 
N+M M 
昏cfuq ) - ^ ( T ^ ' ) = \ 
i = 0 1 
By hypothesis, i(T) is a rational function R(T) of T in F[[T-1]]. 
Also, the Fourier transform of is also a rational function 
R刀(T) for each 7)€V. So , we have 
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rni) I R (T刀） 
•new 丄 
7) mod ±1 
Where R (T^) = R since a is even. 
刀 一 7) 
N+M M i 
Therefore I R (t'^'' ) - R ( T 卯 。 ） = ^ b 丁廿 (2). 
^ 77€V 刀 i=0 i 
Tj mod ±1 
Let V, be the set of representatives of V mod±l with l€V’ • Then 
every exponent of T in the above equation has the form tju」，where 
, jij N+M 
77€V, , and J is either q or q or an integer between 〇 and m. 
First consider r = 1, then implies J = J' (where a~b 
means a/b€(D ). Thus t ? =刀， s i n c e both r) and 刀，are assumed to lie 
in V，. Then Proposition 4.2.5 implies that, for each "neV，， -q^l, we 
M q 
have R (T )€F, hence R (T)€F for some constant a in F. Hence 
M M 刀 
^q ijq 
) = bqMT +a, for some constant a in F. Hence R ^ ( T ) = 
bT+a for some a,bGF. Since R (T) = R (T一i) for each so 
V -fl 
a(T) = b(T-T"^)+c, b, c € F. 
Applying the inverse Fourier transform, a = b(5 +5 ) + c. Since a 
1 "1 
is supported on f 、 a n d so is a-b(6 +5 ). Hence c6 is supported 
P 1 - 1 0 " 
at 0, and then c =〇 . T h u s the theorem holds if r = 1. 
For r>l, M and N may be chosen so that u"^  口 is positive and 
1) t M+N M 
rational, hence u^ = r for some t6Z\{0}. Then u"^  -u''. 
M 
It follows that、, -qu^ is not a rational multiple of any exponent 
M+N 
that appears on the left-hand side of (2) except -qu^ . Therefore 
Proposition 4.2.5 of last section implies that, for each n in V, 
N+M M 
q q m i 
we have R (T^^ ) - R (T^^ ) = b T ^ . 
1 = 0 M 
i q 
U ~ 77U 
M 
-1 q 
Making the substitution T ― ― ^ , we obtain 
t 
R (T^ )-R (T) = U(T) 
刀 7] 
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where U(T) is an F-linear combination of ‘monomials，广 xeH 
(recall that H = Vu^nQ^). 
Let D be a positive integer which satisfies Dr^eZ and DxeZ for all 
X which appear as exponents of T in U(T). Again substitute for 
T, we obtain R (T^) - R (T°) = U(T°) 、 
Where E = Dr^. The U(T°) is now a Laurent polynomial in T. It 
implies that R^(T) must be a Laurent polynomial in T, otherwise 
since r关 1’ E^D, the divisor of poles not equal to 0 or oo of R (T°) 
V 
has degree different from that of R (T^) if their degree is not 0. 
V 
So R(T) = E is also a Laurent polynomial. Since a is even, 
7)€V 
R(T ) = R(T)， so we may write 
1 
R(T) = Cq + E cjT^+T"-') for some integer 1>0, and c ’ . . . ， 
j=i ‘ 0 
c^€F. This means that 
1 
a = c S + y c [8 +6 ) 
0 0 i j 
j=l 
since a is supported on Z ， we have c = 0 if p i and hence c = 
p j 0 
0. 
t 
So ) - R(T) = V(T) 
where V(T) is a linear combination of monomials T^, with xeH. 
tk 
Then ) 一 R(T) = V (T) for any integer k >0’ where V (T) is 
k k 
a linear combination of monomials 广 with xeH. For k sufficiently 
tk 
large，the monomials appearing in Rd"^ ) will be distinct from 
those that appear in R(T). Since distinct monomials in F[[T-1]] 
are linearly independent over F, so if c , 0 then JeH. Now if r is 
not an integer, HnZ = {±lh we will have c. = 0 unless J = 1, so 
that i(T) = R(T) = If r is an integer, then c 」 = 〇 
unless J = for some i>〇. Thus (i) and (ii) hold. This concludes 
the proof of the theorem. • 
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Let c be any periodic function on Z with values in 0’ and let 
f be any multiple of the minimal period of c. Define 
f 
F^(T) = E c ( a ) T V ( l - T ^ ) e 0[[T]]. 
a = l 
Let a be an C-valued measure on Z which is the inverse Fourier 
p 、， 
transform of F (T). Let a* = a _x, then we also have i * ( T ) = 
^ iL 
P Y 
F^*(T) where G*(a) = e(a) if p|a 
= 0 if p|a. 
Lemma 4.3.4: Suppose that F (T) lies in 0[ [T-1] ] and let F (T) 
C 8 
denote its reduction mod n. If F^dj^^O, then it is not a Laurent 
polynomial in F[[T-1]]. 
Proof: If F^(T) is a Laurent polynomial, then 1-T^ must divide 
r f 
E in F[T]. But J] is equal to T times a polynomial 
a = l a = l 
of degree less than f, and so it must be zero. • 
Let X be an even Dirichlet character with values in 0. 
Theorem 4.3.5: The power series G (T) has no analytic continuation 
beyond the disk D for any choice of u. In particular, the radius 
of convergence of G (T) is exactly equal to 1. 
Proof: Let = \ where u is the Teichmul ler character and f be 
the conductor of In order to avoid complication, suppose that f 
is not a power of p (For f is a power of p, see [Si 2] p. 31-33). 
If C is an fth root of unity, using standard facts from the theory 
of Gauss sums, F^(T) has a pole at T = ^ if and only i f 《 h a s 
order exactly f. Hence the denominator of F^(T) as an element of 
the quotient field of the unique factorization domain C?[T] is D(T) 
= n ( l _ T )’ the product is taken over the primitive 产 roots of 
unity C. Then D(l) is a unit in 0, since f is not a power of p. 
Hence F^(T) lies in 0[ [T-1] ]. Thus we may define oceMil , 0) as an 
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inverse Fourier transform of F J T ) . So we have 厂 ( s ) = L (-s, y). 
• (X p 
Since = F J t ) ， s o a is even and so -G (T) is defined. 
Moreover we have G (T) = G . 
a , u X 
来 ys * 
Let a = a ^x , we have a (T) = F^*(T). 
p 
If G (T) = G * (T) can be continued analytically beyond the 
OC,TJ ' OC ,II 
disk D, then its reduction modTi is a rational function in 
F[[T-1]]. Then F^*(T) must have one of the forms described in (i) 
and (ii) of Theorem 4.3.3. This contradicts the above lemma, so 
G (T), as well as G (T), cannot be continued analytically beyond 
D. • 
Definition： A subset of projective space P (or P(k)) over k is 
called a connected affinoid (of P) if its complement is a finite 
union of open disks (where we view P(k)=ku{co} and open disk is the 
set {zek ： |z-a|<p} or {z€k ： |z_a|>p}L;{oo} with p€|kX|). 
Apart from theorem 4.3.5, theorem 4.3.3 also implies the following 
result. 
Corollary 4.3.6: Let a be an even (9-valued measure on Z with 
p 
X A 
support on Z . Suppose that the Fourier transform a(T) of a has an p 
analytic continuation to a connected affinoid A containing D. Then 
the power series G(T) = G (T) associated to the r-transform of a 
a , u 
cannot be continued analytically beyond the disk D, unless one of 
the following two cases occurs： 
i) a(T) = a(T+T-i)，for some then G(a) = a; 
ii) the rational number r associated to u is an integer greater 
A 
than 1, and a can be written 
CO i i 
i =0 
where a。’ 〜’ . . . l i e in 0 and satisfy I m a. = 0. In this case, we 
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CO 
have G(T) = T a T^® . 
h i 
i =0 
Proof: Let F^(T) = a(T) and G^(T) = G(T) and suppose that G(T) has 
a n analytic continuation beyond the disk D. By theorem 4.3.3， we 
must have the following congruences mod n in 0[[T-1]] 
n n 、 0 i _ i 0 
Fo(T) E E +T-r ) and G^(T) ^ E a T^^ 
i =0 i=0 i 
for some n^^O and a^, . . . €0, hence n must be 0 if r is not an 
0 
integer greater than 1. Let 
n n 
0 i i 0 
Lo(T) = E a^Cl"^ ) and M^(T) = Z a j i e , 
i =0 i =0 1 
F (T) = (F (T)-L (T))/7r and G (T) = (G (T)-M (T))/7r. 
1 0 0 1 0 0 
T h e n F (T) is again the Fourier transform of a measure on I which 
p 
is even and supported on f 、 a n d both F (T) and G (T) have 
p 1 1 
analytic continuations beyond the disk D, so we are a g a i n in a 
position to apply theorem 4.3.3. Continuing in this way, we arrive 
at the conclusion. • 
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CHAPTER 5： P-ADIC ARTIN L-FUNCTION 
谷l.THE MAIN CONJECTURE 
This section is a preparation for the next section. The main 
references are [Co 1]’ [Gr 1] and [Gr 2]. 
The main conjecture first arose in Iwasawa's work [Iw 1]. It 
asserts that the power series constructed via Stickelberger 
elements are in fact characteristic power series of some A-modules 
where A is a Galois group. 
The validity of the main conjecture would provide a much 
deeper description of these A-modules than the algebraic theory 
alone could provide. It would also provide an analogue for totally 
real number fields of Weil's well known interpretation, in terms 
of p-adic representation, of the L-functions attached to curves 
over finite fields. 
We now begin to describe the usual form of the main 
conjecture. Let Q be the unique subfield of Q(/_i )， the field 
CO 00 
obtained by adjoining all p"-th roots of unity to (D, such that 
G a K Q |(D)=Z， the additive group of p-adic integers. We denote 
DO P 
G a K Q Q) by 厂. 00 
Let % be a Dirichlet character which takes its values in Q， 
p 
the algebraic closure of Q. 
Definition： x is of the first kind if its conductor is not 
divisible by qp where q = p if p is odd and q = 4 if p = 2. 
Let K be a number field and K = KQ . We denote by K the 
CO CO n 
unique subfield of K with K = Q K when [Q :Q] = p。. We define X 
00 n n n K 
= l i m A ^ , where A^ denote the p-primary subgroup of the ideal class 
100 
group of K . We then write V = X ® Q . 
n K K Z p 
p 
Let L be the maximum abelian unramified p-extension of K ， 
00 
then by class field theory we have X sGal(L K ). 
K 00 
Since Gal ( K j (D ⑴)=Axr’ we may identify A = Gal(K|(D) and r = 
G a U Q |Q) with Gal(K Q ) and Gal(K K) respectively. If K = 
CO 00 00 00 
Q(Cq), K① contains all p-power roots of unity. Then we may define 
K 
the p-adic unit K。 b y 万^(C) = C ° for every root of unity C of 
order a power of p where 万〇 is the fixed topological generator of 
r. 
Now let % be a primitive Q -valued Dirichlet character of the 
p 
first kind and K be the cyclic extension of Q corresponding to x-
Suppose K is any abel ian extension of (D of the first kind with K 
containing K Then x can be considered as a character of A. We 
A* 
define V = {veV |5(v) = %(6)v for all 6eA}. Obviously, ^(V ) = V 
尤 K % % 
for all and so V is a representation space for r. 
In fact, the representat ion of 厂 on V ^ does not depend the 
choice of K. If K， i s another abel ian extension of Q such that 
K^K, and if A’ = Gal(K' |Q), then the Dirichlet character 
corresponds to a character of A'. By a simple argument, we can 
show that the norm map N , induces a homomorphism of T-modules 
K / K 
from X^, to X^ and that one then gets a canonical isomorphism 
V >=V . Now, we denote f (T) as the characteristic polynomial of 
又 又 % 
TT-l acting on V . f has coefficients in Q (y). 
• X X P 
Recall that, from section 1 of chapter 3, we can construct a 
certain power series G,(T) such that 
L (s’0) = G , ( K S - 1 ) / ( K % C 
P l/z 0 0 0 
where 6 = 1 or 0 according to whether ijj is principal or 
non-principal. 
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Let 71 be a prime element of 0,. Now the power series G (T) is 
0 0 
non-zero and so can be uniquely expressed in the form 
m 
V 丁 ） = V 丁 ) V ” ’ 
where m於 is a non-negative integer, u^(T) is an invertible element 
in [T] ], and g^(T) is a monic polynomial in 0中[T] whose 
non-leading coefficients are multiples of n. 
Definition: We say that two Dirichlet characters z and ip are dual 
if they are of the first kind and if xH^ = w, where w is the unique 
Dirichlet character with conductor q such that a)(a)=a(mod q) for 
all aeZ, (a,p) = 1. 
Now, we are ready to state the usual form of the main conjecture. 
(A) Let X and 0 be dual characters with x odd. Then 
V ” = V ” . • 
However, for the purpose of next section, we need another 
formulation. As before, we can also construct a power series G* 
such that 
L (l-s’《//) = G:(K 
P 0 0 0 
S o G : ( T ) = ( ( T + 1 ) / K / ( 1 + T ) - 1 ) . 
yj 0 \p 0 
As above, we may associate a polynomial g* to G*(T). 
Now’ let K be a totally real abelian extension of K in which only 
00 。 
primes of K① dividing p are ramified. 
Put Y = Y = G a K M |K ), A = Gal(K (D) and G = Gal(K Q). We can 
R 00 00 00 
define a action of G on Y. If geG, yeY, we define g(y) = gyg'^ 
where g denotes any extension of g to an automorphism of M . Let 
00 
WK = Q ， w h i c h is a finite dimensional representat ion space 
p 
for G. 
If i/z is any valued character of the group A, we define 
W ^ = {W€W^|5(W) = ip{S)\j for all SeA}. 
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Thus for each such i// we obtain the representation space W ^ for 厂. 
Let h^(T) denote the characteristic polynomial of 万〇一 1 acting on 
We can now state another form of the main conjecture. 
⑶ V ” = ⑴ . 
The equivalence of (A) and (B) is proved by R. Greedberg (c.f. [Gr 
2] p.142-146). 
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§2. P-ADIC ARTIN CONJECTURE 
Firstly, we state the classical definition of the Artin 
L-function as following： 
Definition： Let L|K be a Galois extension with Galois group G and 
let (p, V) be a representat ion of G with character x- Then the 
Artin L-function of p or x is defined by 
L(s’:^:’L|K) = 17 — 
where p runs through all prime ideals of K and p|p a prime ideal 
of L lying above p, Tp is the inertia group, (p^ is the Frobenius 
automorphism and V*^^ is the fixed module of p. 
In this section, we prove the existence of the p-adic Artin 
L-function. The result is due to R. Greenberg and the present 
argument follows [Gr 3]. The result is a consequence of the 
theorem of Deligne and Ribet [De-Ri 1]。 
The first thing is to formulate a 'p-adic Artin conjecture'. 
We will show that the main conjecture implies the p-adic Artin 
conjecture. 
Before starting the description, we list some notations and 
conventions. 
«// - a p-adic Artin character over k, where k is a totally real 
field. 
- an algebraic closure of Q . 
p p 
k - the Cyclotomic Z -extension of k. 
00 p 
k ^ - the Galois extension of k attached to xp. 
A = Gal(k,/k), r = G a K k /k) 
ip 00 
G = Gal(k,k /k) = AxF 
l// 00 
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L 一 the maximal abelian pro-p-extension of k,k in which only the 
[p CO “ 
primes over p are ramified. 
X = Gal(L/k,k ) 
\p 00 
We say that an Artin character \p is of type S if k nk = k 
中 00 
and is of type W if p is an one-dimensional Artin character such 
that k ck . 
P 00 
Since k少 is totally real, X is a noetherian tortion A-module, 
where A is the completed group ring of T over 2 ’ so V = X® Q is 
p Zp p 
a finite dimensional vector space over Q^. G acts on V through the 
first factor. 
Assuming ip is irreducible and let e^ denote the idempotent 
element in the group ring n [A] corresponding to i// and V = e V 
p ip \p 
As a representation space for A, V ^ is a direct sum of irreducible 
representations with character ijj, V ^ is invariant under the action 
of r. 
Let be a fixed topological generator for T’ then each root 
in Dp of the characteristic polynomial c^(T) = det (^-^-id) acting 
on V ^ occurs with multiplicity divisible by d 中 = 0 ( 1 ) , i.e. the 
degree of the irreducible character \p. 
Define h中 to be the monic polynomial such that = 
In fact, h^(T) is unchanged by ‘liftings’ of xjj. 
Proposition 5.2.1: Suppose k， is a finite Galois extension of k 
such that k^ck' and k , A k① = k . Let A， = G a l ( k V k ) and let i//' be 
the character of A， obtained from ip by composition with the 
restriction map A , — A . Let V … a n d h^, (T) be defined as above. 
Then h , (T) = h^(T) . • 
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We now extend the definition of h^(T) to reducible characters 
B Y W T ) = V 丁 ) V 丁 ) . -
Let K be a finite totally real Galois extension of k such 
that K n k ① = k . Let A = Gal(K/k) and A^ be a subgroup of A. Let 0 
be a character of A。and \p* = Ind^ (0). We have 、 
0 
Proposition 5.2.2: h _ ( T ) = h,(T). • ‘ 
If f(T) and g(T) are two polynomials, we write f(T) ~ g(T) 
when f(T) = ug(T) with ueQ and of absolute value 1. We have 
p 
Proposition 5.2.3: Consider two Artin characters ip! and over k, 
both of type S, such that xjj = \p p, where p is of type W. Let 
1 2 
= Pq。Then h (T)~h (p (1+T)-1). • 
识1 炉2 0 
Let ip be an irreducible character of type S. If aeQ , let A 
p 
denote [ (T -id)-a] which acts on V,, i.e. A： V Then 
u ip ip ip 
ker(A^)/ker(A^ has dimension over Q divisible by d for all 
p 0 
ttl. Under certain assumptions (e.g. k = Q, the p-adic completions 
of \ contain no primitive p-th (or 4th if p = 2) roots of unity, 
and the Iwasawa A-invariant A(k^) vanishes), it is possible to 
show that V has a cyclic vector for the action of Gal(k k /k). 
xjj 00 
If V於 is cyclic for G a l ( k ^ W k ) , then ker(A^)/ker(A^"^) would 
be cyclic for the action of A and would therefore have dimension 
over Q at most d^. p 0 
Let m^(T) denote the minimal polynomial for (r^-id) acting on 
V^. From the above observation, we have 
Proposition 5.2.4： V is annihilated by h 々 - i d ) and hence m,(T) 
ip 0 \p 
divides h^(T). If V ^ has a cyclic vector for the action of 
G a K k k /k), then h,(T) divides m , ( T ) d、 • 
I// CO Ip Ip 
Let i// be a 1-dimensional Q -valued Artin character over k and 
p 
assume k ^ to be totally real. Let coip be a complex-valued 
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1-dimensional Art in character. 
* 
Let L (z, cro0) be the corresponding Art in L-f unction with all 
Euler factors for primes dividing p omitted. The values 
奈 
L (1-n, o-oip) are in Q (values of o-oip) and are nonzero for even n 
(c.f. [De-Ri 1] or [Ba 1] or [Ca-No 1]). 
Let L (l-n，0) = (L*( 1-n’ croi/O) ’ which is in fact ‘. 
independent of the choice of c. 
The function i/j) can be characterized as the unique, 
continuous, Q -valued function on Z such that L ( 1 - n , = 
P p P 
来 
L (l-n,i//) for all positive n=0(mod p-l) (or (mod 2) if p = 2). 
It is well-defined and analytic (except for at most a simple 
pole at s = 1 when «// is a principal character) in a disc in Q 
p 
about zero of radius greater than 1. i//) is not identically 
zero. 
Now assume \p to be an (not necessary 1 一 d i m e n s i o n a l ) n -valued 
p 
Art in character of arbitrary degree (with k中 still totally real)。 
Let A = Gal(K/k) where K is a finite totally real Galois extension 
of k containing k^. 
By Brauer's Induction Theorem, 
t 
= E ^.y. (1) 
i =1 1 1 
where a.eZ and i//. = ind^ «// with ip a 1-dimensional Art in 
1 1 Ai 1 i 
character of a subgroup A^ of A for i = 1，...，t. 
We define the p-adic Art in L-f unction for \p by 
t t 
Lp(s’0) = E Lp(s，0i)ai= I Lp(s’0i 严 (2) 
Since cr is an isomorphism, we have L (1-n, ip) = 
p 
一 1 来 * 
cr (L (1-n, cro0)) for n>0, n=0(mod p-l or 2), where L (z’croi//) is 
the complex Artin L-function with Euler factors for primes over p 
removed. Therefore L (s,«//) is uniquely determined. 
p 
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It has the following basic properties： 
i) L (s,e+77) = L (s,e)L (s,刀） 
p p P ‘ 
ii) L (s,i//' ) = L (s,i//) where ip' is the lift of ip. 
P p ^ 
* 奈 
iii) L is, \fj ) = L (s, j//) where ip is the character induced from 
p p 
•A-
L (5,0) will be meromorphic on some disc about zero in Q , / 
P p 
Let k’ = k(/i ) (or k(/i ) if p = 2), where ii denotes the n-th 
P K n 
roots of unity in a fixed algebraic closure of k then k, = k (u ) 
00 00 p 
contains all p-power roots of unity. 
The action of T = Gal(k / k ) s G a l ( k V k ' )(=Z ) on the p-power 
CO 00 p ^ ^ 
roots of unity is given by a homomorphism /c:厂—Z^. Let /c = iciy ) 
P 0 0 ‘ 
note that (mod p 。 i f the group of p^-th roots of unity 
rCk'. 
P 
If ^ is a 1-dimensional Artin character for k, then there 
exists a power series G^(T) with coefficients in = I [«//] such 
that 
Lp(l 一s’0) = 〜 ⑶ 
for all seZp (except s = 0 if 0 is principal). 
'^(1+T)-1 if \fj is of type W, where ^ = ) 
Here H,(T) = J 。 
ip 
I 1 if ip is not of type W. 
If p is of type W, we have 
G如（T) = and H如（T) = )) 
where p。 = p(r^). (c.f. [Iw 1] chap.6) 
One can show that L (s, (//) is an analytic function in a 
p 
certain disc about zero. 
For is of arbitrary degree, we can derive a similar 
expression for by using (1), (2) and (3). 
We will always write the power series and polynomials 




Define H^(T) = H ^ (丁产， w h e r e the ip、’ s and a^'s are as in 
i = 1 i 
t 
(1) and G^(T) = J] G ^ ( T )丄， a product of ' power series with 
coefficients in the ring of integers of a finite extension of Q . 
p 
Then (3) will hold for all s in some disc containing Z 
p \ 
except possibly for finitely many values of s. Therefore G (T) 
depends only on ip (and on the choice of the topological generator 
We are now ready to formulate the 
P-adic Artin conjecture： G , ( D e Z [ [ T ] ] ®， Q . 
中 p 2 p 
p 
It is easy to see that G^(T) is in the quotient field of 
。…[[T]]. Thus the p-adic Artin conjecture amounts to the statement 
that cG (t)e(9 [ [T] ] for some nonzero c^O 
By the Weierstrass Preparation Theorem, we can uniquely write 
in the form G^(T) in the form G^(T) = 7r''u(T)g^(T) where n is 
a uniformizing parameter, mel, u(T) is an invertible element of 
〜[[T]]’ and g^(T) = g, (T)/g"(T) where g’ and g" are monic 
polynomials in whose non-leading coefficients are divisible 
by 71. 
Define m ^ = m/e and t中=deg(g' )-deg(g") where e denotes the 
ramification index for the extension Q (0)/Q 。 
p p 
We have the following properties： 
i) Let e and t) be Artin characters over k, then 
C e + T / 丁 ） H e + 刀 （ T ) = H^(T)H^(T), 
ge+r/T) = ge(T)g刀（T)’ -e.^ = "^ e + 〜 ， ^ e . , = 、 + 
ii) Let i//^  = ip^p where p is of type W. Let p^ = pC^-^), then 
V ” = V 々 i + T ) _ i ) ’ V 丁 ） = 丁)-1)， 
V ^ ) 〜 V " " o ( l + T ) - l ) ’ \ = \ = 
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We will assume the Main conjecture and then prove the p-adic 
Art in conjecture. M o r e o v e r， w e will use the following form of the 
M a i n conjecture： 
M a i n conjecture： Let 0 be a 1-dimensional Artin character of type 
S. Then h^(T) = g於(T). 、 
If p is a character of type W and if xpp is of type S, then 
the main conjecture for ip is equivalent to the main conjecture for 
by proposition 5.2.3. 
Let K be a finite, totally real Galois extension of k such 
that K n k ① = k and let A = Gal(K/k). Let 6 be a 1-dimensional 
character of a subgroup A^ of A. 
If k is the fixed field for A , then the choice of r and k 
0 0 0 0 
for new base field k。 can be the same as for k. We will then have 
ge(T) = V ( T ) 肌 d h^(T) = with 6* = I n d ^ ⑷ . 
If we assume that the main conjecture is true for all such 9, 
we have h^(T) = g^(T) and hence g^(T) is a polynomial where 0 is a 
character of A of arbitrary degree. Therefore, the main conjecture 
implies the p-adic Artin conjecture for Artin characters ip of type 
S. 
The polynomial h^(T) is defined only when is of type S. If 
"Ap is of type S, we defined h^(T) to be the monic polynomial 
satisfying h (T)~h, (1+T)-1), where p = ). 
Hf «//p 0 '^ O 0 
Lemma 5.2.5: h^(T) is well-defined if 0p is of type S. 
Proof： By Proposition 5.2.3. • 
If xjj is arbitrary, let K = k ^ and A = Gal (K|k). 
If f is an extension of k in K and if 中、is a 1-dimensional Artin 




Thus h (T ) is defined as above, where T = (1+T)^ -1 with p^ 二 
r J e e 
[fAk :k]. We define h,.(T) = h , (T ) where \p* = Ind^ (0 ) 
① j/^i e GaKk |f) 
t 来 
By Brauer' s Induction Theorem i// = J] a i//* 
i = 1 i i 
t a 
Definition： We define h,(T) = n h *(T) ^ 、 
w " l/； 
i = l 
Proposition 5.2.6: Let i// be an Artin character of arbitrary degree ‘ 
for k, is well-defined and is a polynomial. 
Proof: Let aeQ^. We will prove that the multiplicity of a in h^(T) 
is non-negative and depends only on and a. 
Put F = Kk① and L = the maximal abelian pro-p-ramified extension 
of F. If G = Gal(F|k), then Gal(L F)©_ fi is, as before, a finite 
I p p 
dimensional space over n , and G acts on Gal(L F)®，n through 
p Z p ^ 
p 
the first factor. 
Let V be the semi-simplification of the above representation of G 
and let N = Gal (F , we have an exact sequence l — ^ N — > G — 
which is in fact split. We may choose g^eG as a topological 
generator of a complement for N in G such that r = -y 
o k 0. 
00 
r r 
Let V = {v€V| (gP 一（l+(x)P )v = 0 for some r}. V is a G-invariant 
"" . u a 
subspace which does not depend on our choice of g . Now we have a 
0 
homomorphism % : G - ^ which factors through 厂 and sends g to Ha 
p <=>0 
We let W ^ = so that G acts on W through a finite quotient 
group G = G/H. We may assume that K is contained in the fixed 
field for H. Then A is a homomorphic image of G and all the 
characters we are considering can be viewed as characters of G or 
of a subgroup of G. Let (p^ be the character of the representat ion 
of G on W . 
a 
Let f be an arbitrary subfield of K containing k. Let A ^ = 
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Gal (K|f) and G ^ the inverse image of A ^ in G. Let G be a 
1 一 d i m e n s i o n a l character of A^. Assume [fnk :k] = p® and let T = 
e f 00 e 
(1+T)P -1 as before. For some p of type W for f, -q = Op will be of 
type S and so Gal(f^f^|f) = G a l ( i y j f ) will be canonical ly 
isomorphic to Gal(f |f)xr_, where r . = Gal(f f). Let r ^ e T ^ be an 、、 
V I 1 00 J I 
e 
element such that = r^ . By assuming H to be chosen so that' 
00 
77 factors through G^, it is easy to see that the multiplicity of 
e 
\ = (l+a)P -1 as a root of h (T ) is given by (0 - ,t))- . Let ？ 
V ® a Lr^ Cjf 
-1 e e 
= • Choose such that =专（l+cx)P . Clearly V = 
P e ^ 
Vfx and 0曰 |己 二 ( 杀 “ ！ 己 T h e multiplicity of 〜 = ( 1 + 幻 P - 1 as a 
f f e 
root of 〜（Te) equals' to | t ) = {<pj- = 
( O f . The multiplicity of jS as a root of h (T ) is also 
^ ^f ^f e T) e 
the multiplicity of 〜 a s a root of h^(T^). This in turn equals to 
the multiplicity of a as a root of h *(T). Therefore, a has 
multiplicity = in the polynomial 〜 . ⑴ . 
Applying this to e = for i = 1, . . . , t. we see that a has 
non-negative multiplicity ,i//)- in h.(T), and then h,(T) is a 
CC Lr Ip \p 
polynomial. • 
Now, we have 
Theorem 5.2.7: The main conjecture implies the p-adic Artin 
conjecture. 
t t a. 
Proof: For «// = J] h (T) = j] h *(T) As before, the Main 
i=l ^ i=l 
t a t a 
conjecture implies g (T) = TJ = IT h / ( T ) ‘ = h (T) and 
thence the p-adic Artin conjecture. • 
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§3. MORE ABOUT THE P-ADIC ARTIN CONJECTURE 
Let k be a number field field, and • a complex representation 
of Gal (k |k) with character As before, let L(s, t^ ) = L(s, %) be 
the Artin L-function of 办 . A s s u m e that the values of L(s,%) at the 、 
negative integers are not all zero, this implies that k is totally / 
real. 
This section concerns a certain power series in (T-1)， say 
f(T,%), which is canonically associated to {L(-h,%)： h = 0, 
1,2’...}. Goss and Sinnott (in [Go-Si 1]) show that the p-adic 
Artin conjecture implies, assuming the vanishing of Iwasawa's 
/I-invariant, that all the coefficients of f ( T ,力， e x c e p t perhaps 
the first, are integral at all primes T of (D(力 lying over p. 
Conversely, the integrality of this power series at ？ will imply 
the p-adic Artin Conjecture for and its twists by a Teichmiiller 
character. 
We first define the power series f(T,x) ‘ Let G = Gal(Q|Q) be 
equipped with its canonical topology. Let V be a finite 
dimensional C-vector space and -d： G ——> GL(V) be a continuous 
representation. By the results of Klingen and Siegel, the values 
of L ( s , a t the non-positive integers lie in . . 
00 
Definition： We set g(x) = g(x,%) = J (L(-k,%)/k! and define 
k = 0 
f(T) = f (T, x) = g(log(T),%) to be a power series in (T-1) where 
00 
log(T) = Y. (-l)n-l(T - l)n/n. 
n = l 
It is trivial to see that the coefficients of both series lie 
in (D(%). The function g(x), as well as f(T)， is uniquely 
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determined by or x (c.f. [Go—Si 1] p.530—531). Let u) be the 
Teichmuller character at p and o- be an injection of into (D . 
p 
As before, one can define the p-adic L-function associated to 
cr i ^ . , 
X ， 
We begin by recalling some basic facts about p-adic measures. 
Let L be a finite extension of 〜 ， a n d 0 be its ring of integers. 
There is an (9-algebra isomorphism between the convolution algebra 
of (9-valued measures on Z^ and the power series ring 0[ [T-1]], 
given by the "Fourier transform"： 
A 0 0 
入(T) = S T X d M x ) = I d s (x)dMx))(T-l)n. 
Z n = 0 Z n 
P P 
If eel , C9!=0, and if 入 is an (9-valued measure on 2 , we let 
P p ’ 
入oc denote the measure on Z^ defined by 入。 c ( A ) =入 ( c A ) , for any 
compact open subset A of Z . 
p 
If A is a compact open subset, we denote by 入 the measure 
A 
on 2 obtained by restricting 入 to A and extend by 0 in Z \A. It p p 
follows that 入oc =入 oc. 
A cA 
We write J。.d;Ucx) for J* . . dAc>c(x) and 丁..d 入（x) for 
1 1 A 
P P 




Definition： A function f(s) is called an Iwasawa function over 0 
if it is a uniform limit of finite C?-linear combinations of 
exponentials s ~ ~ u € U where U is the group of principal units 
in f 、 i . e . l+2pZ . (since for 2Z = Z ). 
P p p p 
A function h(s) is an Iwasawa function over 0 if and only if it 
can be represented as an integral h(s) = Jx^d/3(x), s€Z for some 
u P 
(unique) (9-valued measure 玲 supported on U. 
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Let L = O p ( 八 so f^(T,%)€L[[T-l]]. Let 0 be the ring of 
integers of L. We have the following results. 
Proposition 5.3.1: Assume that there exists an C?-valued measure 入 
so that 
S x^dA(x) = L ( - k’％广’ k = 0, 1’ 2,... 、 2 
p 
Then ACT) = [T-1 ]]. 
Proof: B y [Ka 3]’ we know that X corresponds to the unique series 
g(T) with Dkg(T)|丁=0 = for k = 0,1,2,... Hence A ( T ) = 
by definition of f, and therefore has 
coefficients in 0. • 
Proposition 5.3.2: Let {f^}, where w = p-1 or 2 according 
to p is odd or even, be arbitrary given Iwasawa functions over 0. 
Then there is a unique measure a on with values in 1/2C so that 
p 
f (s) = / <x>Sa)i(x)da(x). 
p 
Proof： For any measure a on Z^, we write 
p 
= X： S < x > V ( x ) d a ( x ) 
2 T7€W 刀u 
p 
where W is the group of roots of unity in ~t. 
p 
By the change of variable x > ” x , we find 
E J <x>^w'(x)da(x) = Y. S<-nx>^u ir)x)dai'nx) 
T7€V/ T7U 7}€W U 
= E J x^ in^ u)^  (x)da(77x) 
T7€W U 
= S X^d^^(x) 
u 
where I 7/0:017 = I 077, for i = 1，. . . ’w. 
Now, let (S. be the C?-valued measure on U corresponding to f . We 
1 i 
need to solve a in the following equations 
玲 . = E i7'a for i = l,...，w. 
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Fix e€W, multiply by e \ and sum over i，we obtain 
w 
H e u 。 e = 2 
i =1 1 
w 
SO CX = E cx = 1/w I I oe~\ 
GeM QeM i = i 
which has values in (l/\j)0 = ( 1 / 2 ) 0 . u 
Now, we are ready to prove the main result of this section, it 
appears as following two theorems. 
Theorem 5.3.3： Assume f'^(T, 1, [T-1] ]. Then for each i = 
l’...，w, the p-adic L-function (1/2 )L (s, ) is an Iwasawa 
p 
function over 0. 
Proof： Let f (s) = f <x> V (x)d(x(x), 
i f 
P 
where a corresponds to , . Fix i with l<i<w, and let 
S€2p. Furthermore suppose i=s(mod2) for p = 2. Then there is a 
sequence n of positive integers satisfying (i) n — ^ in (R， (ii) 
J J 
n — ^ in Zp’ and (iii) n =i (modw) where w is the order of W. Thus 
n 
f = lim / X -^da(x) 
i J Z 
p 
= l i m U-n」，：^, 
n 
= l i m E (P j ,办、（ - n . ’力 a 
J P (p) J J 
where E (x,^^) = det (l-^^(Frob )x V 口广 is the Euler factor at p 
p P ^ 
and L ,、 m e a n s ‘‘remove the Euler p-factor", 
(p) ^ 
Thus f (s) = L 
i P 
For p>2, this shows that (1/2)L (s, %®Ct) ) is an Iwasawa function 
p 
over 0 as desired . 
When p = 2， t h e condition i=s(mod2) may be dropped as both sides 
of the above equality are analytic in s. Also 
f (s) = S x^da(x) + S <x>^(-l)^da(x), 
U -U 
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= S X^da(x) + i-l)'s <x>^da(-x), 
U U 
= S x^dfBix] where ^ = a + (-l)^ao(-l). 
U 
Recall that for k>l, L(-k,%) = 0 - unless and k have opposite 
parity. This implies that g(x, %)-g(0, %) is either an even or an 
odd function. Thus f (T"\ (1, ；^) = ±(f (T’ ％)-f (1 ’ 力） . S i n c e 
is the Fourier transform of a。（一 1)’ it follows 
that ao(-l) = ±a. Thus 玲 is either 0 or takes values in 20. This 
concludes the proof. • 
Now, we prove the converse of the above theorem. 
Theorem 5.3.4: Suppose that (1/2)L is an Iwasawa 
p 
function over 0 for each i = l’...，w. Then f°'(T, %) - f^d,；^) e 
0[[T-1]]. 
Proof: Apply Proposition 5.3.2 to L^ (-s, ) for i = l’..，w. Let 
* * 
a be the resulting measure, so a takes values in 0. Let s = -k, 
where k^l, and let i=k(modw). We find 
L (-k’/®a)i) = S x ^ d a U ) 
P 2 p 
= L(p)(-k’力 a 
= E p ( p k’ 办 ariL(-k’:^)a 
Write E (X，办a) = ^ c x ^ c eO, c = 1. 
P ^ m m ‘ 0 
m^O 
Then 广 = ^ c S (p"x)^dcc"(x). 
m-o m f p 
来 * 
Let a be the direct image of a under the map p""： Z ， s o a* is 
P P m 
supported on p V " , and a*(p°V) = a*(Y)’ Y^Z . 
p m p 
Thus = 2 c ^ x ^ d a ^ x ) . 
、 m m_x m 
m^O p Z 
P 
Define a measure a on 2 by 
p 
a | p Y 二 ’ m = 0,1,2’.. p 
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and a(Z ) = L(0, which lies in L. This measure satisfies 
p 
S x^da(x) = for k = 0,1，... 
1 
p 
The Fourier transform of a is %). 
Let S denote the Dirac measure of mass 1 concentrated at Oel ’ 
the Fourier transform of 6 is the power series T° = 1. Since 
0 
a - a ( Z )6 is valued (seeing that a m^x = c a*), so is the 
P u p / m p 
P 
Fourier transform of this measure, i.e. 
- €。[[T-1]]. I 
We are ready to state the result claimed at the beginning of this 
section. 
Theorem 5.3.5: Assume the p-adic Artin Conjecture for all p, and /i 
= 0 for all p and all totally real fields. Then f (T, - f(l,力 
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